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Abuses of market power by the Big Tech companies have been an enforce-
ment priority for antitrust authorities across the globe in recent years. The
focus of enforcement has been abuses of market power on the seller’s side.
Buyer power abuses have hitherto received much less attention. This is
largely because antitrust has always held a somewhat ambivalent attitude
toward buyer power abuses. Analysis of such abuses has been mostly in-
formed by the monopsony model, which only account for a small fraction of
buyer power abuses by the digital behemoths. The remainder of buyer power
abuses that arise in the bargaining context have often been dismissed on the
grounds that antitrust has no business interfering with arms-length commer-
cial transactions between two well-informed parties. This Article examines
buyer power abuses in the digital context with the examples of Uber and
Amazon. It argues that the digital setting has rendered the welfare effects of
potential abuses by Uber more benign. It further argues that while some of
Amazon’s conduct may call for regulatory responses, antitrust may not be
the appropriate tool to address it. New legislation may be needed.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital economy issues have taken the field of antitrust by
storm. Each of the GAFA or GAMA companies, Google, Apple,
Facebook (since renamed Meta), and Amazon, has been the
subject of an investigation or lawsuit on either side of the At-
lantic. The theories of harm in these cases run the gamut.
With Google, at least within the European Union (“EU”), the
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focus has been on what has been termed self-preferencing
conduct in its online services.1 This refers to preferential treat-
ment of Google’s own services on Google Search that allegedly
helps Google to leverage its market position from search,
where it is highly dominant, to adjacent or related markets,
such as shopping comparison.2 Apple has been sued by Epic
Games in connection with its refusal to allow apps to conduct
transactions with users outside of the App Store.3 In a decision
that is viewed as a partial victory for both parties, Judge Yvonne
Gonzalez Rogers found that Epic Games failed to prove that
Apple possesses monopoly power in the app store market, but
prohibited Apple from continuing its prior practice of requir-
ing all payments to be processed on its App Store under Cali-
fornia state law.4

Meta has faced serious privacy issues. A German court
held that Meta’s collection of user data was an abuse of domi-
nance5 and the European Commission has recently launched
an investigation into whether an agreement between Google
and Meta regarding online display advertising infringes EU
competition law.6 Lastly, Amazon’s policies on the Amazon
Marketplace and its treatment of its sellers have attracted at-
tention from regulators in both the United States and Europe.
Both the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and the Eu-
ropean Commission have launched investigations into Ama-
zon’s use of data from third-party sellers to give its own prod-
ucts an unfair advantage.7 The Italian Competition Authority

1. Case T-612/17, Google LLC v. Comm’n, ECLI:EU:T:2021:763 (Nov.
10, 2021).

2. Id. at ¶¶ 143–49.
3. Epic Games, Inc. v. Apple Inc., 559 F.Supp. 3d 898, 923 (N.D. Cal.

Sept. 10, 2021).
4. Id. at 922.
5. Adam Satariano, Facebook Loses Antitrust Decision in Germany Over Data

Collection, N.Y. TIMES, June 23, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/
23/technology/facebook-antitrust-germany.html.

6. European Commission Press Release IP/22/1703, Antitrust: Commis-
sion Opens Investigation into Possible Anticompetitive Conduct by Google
and Meta, in Online Display Advertising (Mar. 11, 2022), https://
ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_1703.

7. European Commission Press Release IP/20/2077, Antitrust: Commis-
sion sends Statement of Objections to Amazon for the use of Non-public
Independent Seller Data and Opens Second Investigation into its E-com-
merce Business Practices (Nov. 10, 2020), https://ec.europa.eu/commis-
sion/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_2077 [hereinafter Eur. Comm’n]; Tyler
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has imposed hefty fines on Amazon for coercing its third-party
sellers to use Amazon’s logistical services.8

What has thus far escaped the enforcers’ attention is mo-
nopsony power or buyer power abuses. In one sense, this is
hardly surprising. The law on seller-side monopolization is
considerably more developed than that on buyer power
abuses. The last prominent monopsonization case in the
United States was Weyerhaeuser v. Ross-Simmons.9 The case,
which concerned predatory bidding, spawned a fierce debate
about whether predatory bidding should be treated as the mir-
ror image of predatory pricing and whether the analytical
framework from Brooke Group should be applied to predatory
bidding.10 This debate, however, has relatively little salience to
the digital economy; there have been few allegations of preda-
tory bidding in the online world thus far. Predatory bidding is
probably more likely to take place in the commodities mar-
kets.11

This does not mean that the digital economy is devoid of
buyer power issues. Amazon has been accused of imposing un-
duly harsh contractual terms on its suppliers and third-party
sellers. Some of these terms may have helped Amazon leverage
its market position while some others are purely exploitative.
Amazon has reportedly even forced its suppliers to sell it an
equity stake.12 Despite Epic Games’ valiant effort to character-

Sonnemaker, Amazon is Reportedly Facing a New Antitrust Investigation into its
Online Marketplace Led by the FTC and Attorneys General in New York and Califor-
nia, INSIDER (Aug. 4, 2020, 7:36 PM), https://www.businessinsider.com/ama-
zon-antitrust-probe-ftc-new-york-california-online-marketplace-2020-8.

8. Adam Satariano, Amazon is Fined $1.3 Billion in Italy over Antitrust Vio-
lations, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 9, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/09/
business/amazon-italy-fine.html; Elvira Pollina & Maria Pia Quaglia, Italy
Fines Amazon Record $1.3 Bln for Abuse of Market Dominance, REUTERS (Dec. 10,
2021, 5:28 PM), https://www.reuters.com/technology/italys-antitrust-fines-
amazon-113-bln-euros-alleged-abuse-market-dominance-2021-12-09/.

9. Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Ross-Simmons Hardwood Lumber Co., 549 U.S.
312 (2007).

10. Id. at 313.
11. Michael E. Haglund, Weyerhaeuser’s Aftermath: Increased Vulnerability of

Resource-based Input Markets to Monopsony, 53 ANTITRUST BULL. 411, 440–41
(2008).

12. Dana Mattioli, Amazon Demands One More Thing from Some Vendors: A
Piece of Their Company, WALL ST. J. (June 29, 2021, 8:01 AM), https://
www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-demands-one-more-thing-from-some-vendors-
a-piece-of-their-company-11624968099.
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ize Apple’s conduct as exclusionary, Epic Games’ ultimate
gripe was that Apple imposes excessive charges for use of its
App Store.13 Given that Epic Games and other app developers
are suppliers of apps, the dispute essentially amounts to a case
about excessive low wholesale prices offered by Apple. Further
back in time, Uber’s treatment of its drivers captured much
media attention. The question of whether Uber drivers consti-
tute employees or subcontractors, and, if they count as em-
ployees, whether they should be allowed to unionize, gener-
ated significant controversy.14 Uber has also been criticized for
mistreating its drivers.15 The wave of criticisms and lawsuits
eventually forced Uber to grant its drivers better remuneration
and to recognize its drivers as workers in some jurisdictions.16

These three instances of exercise of buyer power all raise
interesting issues. The starting point of an economic analysis
of buyer power issues has long been the classic monopsony
model, under which the monopsonist must reduce demand in
order to artificially suppress prices.17 This will lead to a reduc-
tion in market output and a deadweight loss.18 With the nota-
ble exceptions of commodities and labor markets, however,
very few real-world markets fit into this model.19 Uber’s inter-
action with its drivers is possibly one of them. Application of

13. Complaint at 1, Epic Games, Inc. v. Apple Inc., 559 F.Supp. 3d 898
(N.D. Cal. 2021) (No. 20-5640) (noting “Apple exacts an oppressive 30% tax
on the sale of every app.”)

14. People v. Uber Techs., Inc., 270 Cal. Rptr. 3d 290 (Ct. App. 2020);
Adv. Mem. Off. Gen. Counsel, 367 N.L.R.B. (2019), https://www.nlrb.gov/
case/13-CA-163062.

15. Michael Sainato, “They Treat us like Crap”: Uber Drivers Feel Poor and
Powerless on Eve of IPO, THE GUARDIAN (May 7, 2019, 2:00 PM), https://www.
theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/07/uber-drivers-feel-poor-power-
less-ipo-looms; Kathianne Boniello, Like Uber, Lyft, Ride-sharing App Via Ac-
cused of Mistreating Drivers, N.Y. POST (Mar. 13, 2021, 7:54 PM), https://ny-
post.com/2021/03/13/like-uber-ride-sharing-app-via-accused-of-mistreating-
drivers/.

16. Adam Satariano, In a First, Uber Agrees to Classify British Drivers as
“Workers,” N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 16, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/
16/technology/uber-uk-drivers-worker-status.html.

17. ROGER D. BLAIR & JEFFREY L. HARRISON, MONOPSONY IN LAW AND ECO-

NOMICS 41–45 (2010).
18. Id. at 45–48.
19. Id. at 172–204; Chris Doyle & Roman Inderst, Some Economics on the

Treatment of Buyer Power in Antitrust, 28(3) EUR. COMPETITION L. REV. 210, 211
(2007).
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the classic monopsony model to Uber will show whether and
how the model needs to be adapted to the digital setting and
whether such adaptations will alter the policy prescriptions for
monopsonistic conduct in the online world.

Apple and Amazon’s relationships with their suppliers, re-
spectively, require a different theoretical model. Unlike the
classic monopsony model, which is populated by atomistic sell-
ers selling their supply at the prevailing market price, Apple
and Amazon enjoy a more individual relationship with their
suppliers where the wholesale price is set by bargaining con-
ducted through all-or-nothing offers. The individual bargain-
ing relationships mean that Apple and Amazon can push for
lower prices without necessarily curtailing their demands. The
all-or-nothing bargaining model is thus the relevant paradigm.

It will be didactic to examine how exercise of such bar-
gaining power is affected by and adapted to the digital setting.
Many of the accusations leveled at Amazon are not new. They
have been previously leveled at powerful brick-and-mortar re-
tailers such as Walmart in the United States and the big four
supermarkets of Tesco, Sainsbury, Asda, and Morrisons in the
United Kingdom. Walmart’s buyer power abuses have gener-
ally not been subject to scrutiny in the United States, while the
United Kingdom has resorted to industry codes of conduct to
address the issue. These codes have not put an end to such
abuses.20 Does Amazon’s digital setting render its bargaining
power more problematic and warrant a different regulatory re-
sponse? Or is it a case of old wine in new bottles?

This Article is divided into five Parts. After the Introduc-
tion, Part I provides an overview of buyer power and describes
the three models of buyer power, monopsony power, bargain-
ing power, and retailer gatekeeper power, which is a specific
type of bargaining power. Part II explains the competitive
harm of buyer power, namely the waterbed effect, quality ero-
sion, increased concentration in the supply chain, creation of
downstream market power, reduced investment incentives for
upstream suppliers, and wealth transfer from sellers to power-
ful buyers.

20. Sarah Butler, Tesco Suppliers Say Retailer Worst at Following Grocery Code
of Practice, THE GUARDIAN (June 22, 2015, 8:02 AM), https://
www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jun/22/tesco-suppliers-say-retailer-
worst-at-following-grocery-code-of-practice.
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After introducing the models of buyer power and the pos-
sible competitive harm of such power, Uber and Amazon will
be discussed as illustrations of digital buyer power. Uber and
Amazon are chosen because they exemplify the two essential
models of buyer power of monopsony and the all-or-nothing
bargaining model in the digital context. Part III discusses Uber
as a digital monopsonist. It delves into Uber’s technological
capacity to monopsonize and the welfare effects of Uber’s digi-
tal monopsony and concludes that the opportunity afforded to
Uber to practice more precise price discrimination by virtue of
its digital operation may in fact reduce the detrimental welfare
effects of classic monopsony.

Part IV focuses on Amazon as a digital gatekeeper and ex-
amines Amazon’s bargaining power vis-à-vis its suppliers and
third-party sellers. It catalogs allegations of buyer power abuses
perpetrated by Amazon, which include excessively low whole-
sale prices, Most Favored Nation (“MFN”) clauses, unduly
harsh contractual terms, tying, unfair competition with third-
party sellers, and coerced investment. It asserts that apart from
MFN clauses and tying, which readily fall within the ambit of
existing antitrust law, the remaining abuses do not lend them-
selves to easy solution. The only practice the regulation of
which rests on a solid theoretical basis and does not face insur-
mountable implementation obstacles is retroactive amend-
ment of contractual terms. The remainder of Amazon’s prac-
tices may require new legislation. Part V offers proposals for
possible policy responses to these abuses.

I.
BUYER POWER—AN OVERVIEW

A. Defining Buyer Power
Whether unilateral buyer power abuses deserve special at-

tention, or perhaps any attention, from antitrust has been the
subject of a long-running debate. This is to be distinguished
from buyer cartels, which raise different issues.21 This Article is
concerned with unilateral buyer power abuses.22 Atomistic sell-

21. BLAIR & HARRISON, supra note 17, at 107–12.
22. The term “monopsony power” will be used to refer to a particular

kind of unilateral buyer power where the powerful buyer faces atomistic sell-
ers, in contradistinction with all-or-nothing bargaining power, or bargaining
power for short.
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ers are arguably even more vulnerable than consumers. These
sellers are more dependent on their buyers than consumers
are on their sellers due to a variety of reasons such as sunk
costs and relation-specific investments.23 They are hence wor-
thier of protection. Other scholars insist that “there is nothing
special about market power on the buyer side of markets,”24

and that there is no basis for different treatment of unilateral
buyer power abuses beyond the traditional doctrines on verti-
cal restraints and monopolization.25 This Article does not aim
to settle this debate, even though this Author is more sympa-
thetic to the pro-interventionist views of the first group of
scholars. Instead, this Article seeks to answer whether the
terms of this debate need to shift as the economy continues to
digitize.

Without attempting to decide whether atomistic sellers or
final consumers are more deserving of protection, one impli-
cation that emerges in a comparison between seller-side mar-
ket power and buyer power is that a much smaller market
share is necessary to give a powerful buyer control over its sup-
pliers.26 To understand this, one must probe the notion of
market power. Market power conveys the state of competition
in the market, or, more precisely, the availability of alterna-
tives. When it is said that a seller has limited market power, it
means that there are ample reasonable substitutes available in
the market which will prevent the seller from raising prices.27

Likewise, when a buyer is said to have meagre buyer power, it
indicates that there are alternative buyers available to absorb
the seller’s supply.28

23. Warren S. Grimes, Buyer Power and Retail Gatekeeper Power: Protecting
Competition and the Atomistic Seller, 72 ANTITRUST L.J. 563, 563 (2005).

24. Richard Scheelings & Joshua D. Wright, ’Sui Generis’?: An Antitrust
Analysis of Buyer Power in the United States and European Union, 39 AKRON L.
REV. 207, 210 (2006).

25. Id. at 211–12.
26. See Peter C. Carstensen, Buyer Power, Competition Policy, and Antitrust:

the Competitive Effects of Discrimination Among Suppliers, 53 ANTITRUST BULL.
271, 314 (2008). Seller-side market power of course can be exercised vis-à-vis
downstream firms that buy a product either as an input of production or for
resale.

27. See LAWRENCE A. SULLIVAN, WARREN S. GRIMES & CHRISTOPHER L. SAG-

ERS, THE LAW OF ANTITRUST: AN INTEGRATED HANDBOOK 32 (3d ed. 2016).
28. Id.
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A seller and a final consumer seek different alternatives or
substitutes when trying to circumvent market or buyer power.
A final consumer purchases a product for personal consump-
tion. At the final consumer level, it is rare for any buyer to
account for a significant portion of the market demand. All
that it takes for an individual consumer to defeat a seller’s
market power is an alternative supply of what she purchases
for personal use. She also has the option of doing without the
product. In contrast, a powerful buyer purchases supply for re-
sale or as an input in its production. It is not uncommon for a
buyer to absorb a substantial proportion of a seller’s output.
Walmart accounted for eleven to seventeen percent of the out-
put of suppliers as prominent as Procter & Gamble, Kellogg,
and Kraft.29 When a seller seeks an alternative buyer, it needs
to find one that can take over the previous buyer’s purchases.
If a buyer absorbs twenty percent of a seller’s output, the seller
will need to find other buyers to purchase that amount of out-
put to defeat that buyer’s exercise of buyer power. It goes with-
out saying that it is much more difficult to find a buyer for
twenty percent of one’s output than another brand of
smartphone. The seller does not have the option of abstention
either. For a supplier that operates on slim margins, losing
twenty percent or even ten percent of its sales could be a mat-
ter of the business’ life or death. Therefore, in the Toys ‘R’ Us
case, the court found that Toys ‘R’ Us had substantial buyer
power over its suppliers even though it only bought twenty per-
cent of all toys sold in the United States.30

To make matters worse, switching buyers can entail sub-
stantial costs. This is especially true if relation-specific invest-
ments are involved. If a particular buyer requires special pack-
aging or logistical arrangement, it could be very difficult to
switch buyers in the short term.31 It is small surprise that the
UK Competition Commission found that a market share of
eight percent could be sufficient to give a retailer significant

29. Christian Rojas, Nathalie Lavoie, & Shinn-Shyr Wang, Buyer Power and
Vertically Differentiated Retailers, 10 J. AGRIC. & FOOD INDUS. ORG. 1, 1 (2012).

30. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 295.
31. See Ariel Ezrachi, Unchallenged Market Power? The Tale of Supermarkets,

Private Labels, and Competition Law, 33 WORLD COMPETITION: L. & ECON. REV.
257, 266 (2010).
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unilateral buyer power.32 Even though this discussion does not
settle the question of whether antitrust should scrutinize uni-
lateral buyer power abuses in the digital economy, it does sug-
gest that a much lower market share would suffice to confer
meaningful unilateral buyer power. Market share is not the
only relevant factor in determining unilateral buyer power.
The elasticity of market supply and the elasticity of demand of
the fringe buyers are also important considerations.33

A number of definitions have been offered by scholars
and international organizations such as the Organization of
Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) for uni-
lateral buyer power (heretofore “buyer power” for short). The
exact language varies but all previously offered definitions en-
capsulate the idea that buyer power exists when a powerful
buyer, by virtue of its position in the market, is able to com-
mand favorable or preferential supply terms that are not avail-
able to other buyers in a competitive market.34 Warren Grimes
defines buyer power as “the ability of a buyer to significantly
influence the terms of a purchase for reasons other than effi-
ciency.”35 Roger Noll suggests that a powerful buyer can de-
press prices below the competitive level.36 A powerful buyer
may not only be interested in lower prices, or in lower prices
alone. It may demand other favorable contractual terms as
well.37 Thus the OECD defines buyer power as “the situation
which exists when a firm or a group of firms, either because it
has a dominant position as a purchaser of a product or a ser-
vice or because it has strategic or leverage advantages as a re-
sult of its size or other characteristics, is able to obtain from a

32. Paul W. Dobson, Exploiting Buyer Power: Lessons from the British Grocery
Trade, 72 ANTITRUST L.J. 529, 535 (2005).

33. See Roger D. Blair & Jeffrey L. Harrison, The Measurement of Monopsony
Power, 37 ANTITRUST BULL. 133, 146–47 (1992).

34. Zhiqi Chen, Buyer Power: Economic Theory and Antitrust Policy, 22 RSCH.
IN L. & ECON. 17, 19 (2007);  Maurice E. Stucke, Looking at Monopsony in the
Mirror, 62 EMORY L.J. 1509, 1516–17 (2013); Paul W. Dobson et al., Buyer
Power and its Impact on Competition in the Food Retail Distribution Sector of the
European Union, 1 J. INDUS., COMPETITION & TRADE 247, 248–49 (2001).

35. Grimes, supra note 23, at 565.
36. See Roger G. Noll, “Buyer Power” and Economic Policy, 72 ANTITRUST L.J.

589, 589 (2005).
37. Dobson et al., supra note 34, at 248–49; Stucke, supra note 34, at

1516.
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supplier more favorable terms than those available to other
buyers.”38

The distinction between an exercise of buyer power and
normal negotiations is that, in the presence of buyer power,
the buyer is able to extract contractual terms that would not be
available under normal competitive conditions.39 The afore-
mentioned definitions suggest that the focus is on the out-
come of market interaction or negotiation and, in particular,
whether the outcome deviates from some notional competitive
outcome.40 In the case of monopsonistic suppression of
purchase price, a comparison is made against a competitive
benchmark. In the case of other terms of supply, where it is
difficult to postulate some hypothetical competitive terms of
supply, the comparator would be “those [terms] available to
other buyers or those that would otherwise be expected to be
available under normal competitive conditions.”41 The only
basis upon which one can postulate such benchmark supply
terms would be some notion of fairness, for example, under
the unfair trade regulation of some jurisdictions.42 The objec-
tivity of conceptions of “fairness” when applied in this context
is open to dispute. This debate is closely tied to the question of
the feasibility of regulating contractual terms that are purely
exploitative and not exclusionary in nature, which will have
bearing on how some buyer power abuses by digital platforms
should be regulated, if at all.

38. Chen, supra note 34, at 19 (citing OECD, COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON

RESTRICTIVE PRACTICES, BUYING POWER: THE EXERCISE OF MARKET POWER BY

DOMINANT BUYERS 10 (1981)).
39. See PAUL W. DOBSON, MICHAEL WATERSON & ALEX CHU, The Welfare

Consequences of the Exercise of Buyer Power, OFFICE OF FAIR TRADING 5–6 (Sep.
1998), https://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/21/1/WRAP_Waterson_oft239.pdf.

40. Gordon Mills, Buyer Power of Supermarkets, 10 AGENDA: J. OF POL’Y
ANALYSIS & REFORM 145, 145 (2003) (defining buyer power to refer to situa-
tions “when, for like transactions, it can obtain from a supplier terms that
are more favourable (for the buyer) than those available to other buyers.”)

41. Zhiqi Chen, Defining Buyer Power, 53 ANTITRUST BULL. 241, 245 (2008)
(quoting ROGER CLARKE, STEPHEN DAVIES, PAUL W. DOBSON & MICHAEL

WATERSON, BUYER POWER AND COMPETITION IN EUROPEAN FOOD RETAILING 2
(2002)).

42. Examples include Japan and Korea. The antitrust law of these juris-
dictions, the Anti-Monopoly Act in Japan and the Monopoly Regulation and
Fair Trade Act, both contain provisions that regulate unfair trade practices.
Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act (“MRFTA”), Law 3320/1980;
Dokusenkinshi ho [Anti-Monopoly Law], Law No. 54 of 1947.
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B. Taxonomy of Buyer Power
1. Monopsony Power

There are two contexts in which buyer power is exercised.
The first context is the classic monopsony model where a pow-
erful buyer wields what is known as monopsony power.43 In
this model, the relevant parameter is price. The powerful
buyer faces numerous atomistic sellers who are price-takers.44

The powerful buyer alone faces the market supply curve,
which means its demand will have a direct impact on the mar-
ket price.45 If the buyer wants a lower price, it can only do so
by reducing its own demand. This results from the fact that the
buyer must offer the same price for every unit of output it
purchases.46 When the powerful buyer reduces its demand,
market output is lowered, resulting in a deadweight loss. Ulti-
mately, a monopsonist exercises its market power by withhold-
ing demand, just like a monopolist exercises market power by
withholding supply.47

Exercise of monopsony power is premised on a few condi-
tions, which include situations in which “(i) the buyers con-
tribute to a substantial portion of purchases in the market; (ii)
there are barriers to entry into the buyer’s market; and (iii)
the supply curves are upward sloping.”48 Furthermore, when a
monopsonist attempts to depress the market price by reducing
its demand, the same price must apply to all of the units pur-
chased.49 In other words, the monopsonist is unable to resort
to non-linear pricing.50 The final two prerequisites are particu-
larly important for monopsony power. It is only when the sup-
ply curve is upward sloping that the buyer faces a tradeoff be-

43. See BLAIR & HARRISON, supra note 17, at 41–45.
44. Id. at 48.
45. See Ariel Ezrachi, Buying Alliances and Input Price Fixing: In Search of a

European Enforcement Standard, 8 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 47, 48 (2012).
46. See BLAIR & HARRISON, supra note 17, at 42.
47. Chris Doyle & Roman Inderst, Some Economics on the Treatment of Buyer

Power in Antitrust, 3, https://www.wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de/profs/inderst/Com-
petition_Policy/Articles%20and%20Book%20Chapters%20on%20applied%
20Competition%20Economics/Some_Economics_06.pdf (last visited Apr. 5,
2022).

48. ROGER CLARKE ET AL., BUYER POWER AND COMPETITION IN EUROPEAN

FOOD RETAILING 12 (2002).
49. Chen, supra note 34, at 22.
50. Id.
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tween quantity and price.51 This tradeoff would not exist if the
buyer faced a perfectly elastic supply curve. The hallmark of
monopsony power is “the depression of quantity purchased by
a buyer.”52 The harmful welfare effects and deadweight loss
only materialize because a monopsonist must offer the same
price for all units purchased under linear pricing.53 The wel-
fare analysis would be different if price discrimination or other
forms of non-linear pricing such as two-part tariffs were possi-
ble.54 The requirement of linear pricing is not a prerequisite
for monopsony power itself, but the condition for the harmful
welfare effects of such power.

The welfare effects of monopsony power are not affected
by the competitiveness of the downstream market. Deadweight
loss results regardless of the degree of competitiveness of the
downstream market.55 The only determinant is whether linear
pricing applies. The effect on consumers, however, would de-
pend on the degree of competitiveness of the downstream
market. If the downstream market is competitive and the
monopsonist is a price taker in that market, other sellers
should be able to fill any supply gap left by the monopsonist
due to its curtailed purchase of the upstream input.56 There
should be no immediate impact on the price and output in the
downstream market.57 Alternatively, if the monopsonist has
market power in the downstream market, the monopsonist
would be able to raise prices by reducing downstream out-
put.58 This would create deadweight loss in the downstream
market as well, which would be doubly harmful to consum-
ers.59 There is, hence, no reason to believe that the lower in-
put prices will be passed on to consumers in the form of lower
prices for the final product, which is often invoked to defend
the exercise of buyer power.60 The best-case scenario for final

51. Id.
52. Chen, supra note 41, at 243.
53. Chen, supra note 34, at 34.
54. Id. at 22, 34.
55. Id.
56. James Mellsop & Kevin Counsell, Assessing the Implications of Upstream

Buyer Power on Downstream Consumers, ANTITRUST INSIGHTS, 4 (2009).
57. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 282.
58. Roger D. Blair & Jeffrey L. Harrison, Antitrust Policy and Monopsony,

76 CORNELL L. REV. 297, 305–06 (1991).
59. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 282–83.
60. Noll, supra note 36, at 606.
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consumers would seem to be no change in price and output in
the final product market. Zhiqi Chen argues that even if the
upstream buyer and seller are able to use efficient contracts to
minimize deadweight loss, monopsony power would still yield
no benefit to final consumers.61

In addition to the deadweight loss resulting from a reduc-
tion in the output of the monopsonized input, welfare loss also
results from inefficient substitution of imperfect substitutes.62

Assuming that there are imperfect substitutes for the monop-
sonized input, the monopsonist may make the substitution af-
ter cutting back on the monopsonized input. Production of
the downstream output will become less efficient.63 Mean-
while, the lower price of the monopsonized input may cause
other downstream competitors to make inefficient substitution
for that input, again rendering their production of the down-
stream output less efficient. Such inefficient substitutions may
cause the downstream product to be under-supplied, resulting
in higher prices for the final consumers.64 In light of all these
distortions in both the upstream and downstream markets,
Roger Blair and John Lopatka advocate for the condemnation
of anticompetitive practices that lead to monopsony pricing.65

2. Bargaining Power (in All-or-Nothing Negotiations)
Monopsony power is rare in practice. Unilateral buyer

power in most real-world cases involves a superior bargaining
position in bilateral negotiations. Exercising superior bargain-
ing power allows the powerful buyer to reduce prices without
suppressing its demand.66 The powerful buyer does so by issu-
ing an all-or-nothing offer, which pushes the seller onto an all-
or-nothing supply curve67 where quantity and price are no
longer necessarily negatively correlated.68 A powerful buyer

61. Chen, supra note 34, at 28.
62. Noll, supra note 36, at 595.
63. Id.
64. Id. at 596.
65. Roger D. Blair & John E. Lopatka, Predatory Buying and the Antitrust

Laws, 2008 UTAH L. REV. 415, 444 (2008).
66. Stefan Thomas, Ex Ante and Ex Post Control of Buyer Power, in ABUSIVE

PRACTICES IN COMPETITION LAW 283, 288 (Fabiana Di Porto & Rupprecht
Podszun eds., 2018).

67. Blair & Harrison, supra note 58, at 317–18.
68. Thomas, supra note 66, at 289.
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can pursue four strategies to inflict its bargaining power: “take
it or leave it” offers, threats of selective withholding of demand
for less critical products, buyer-demanded exclusivity, and
buyer-demanded tying practices.69

Sellers are susceptible to all-or-nothing offers in several
scenarios. The first scenario is where supply is so inelastic that
a powerful buyer can reduce its purchase price by demanding
non-cost justified discounts without reducing its quantity of
purchase.70 The second scenario is where the seller has ex-
pended significant sunk costs in the supply relationship.71 If
the seller has made specific investments to create tailored
packaging or special logistical arrangements for a particular
buyer, the seller will likely tolerate a substantial price reduc-
tion before abandoning the supply relationship. The third sce-
nario is where significant economies of scale in production or
a high minimum efficient scale persist.72 A seller may be loath
to lose scale and push up its costs of production across the
board by losing sales to a powerful buyer. And where signifi-
cant fixed costs exist which can only be recouped when pro-
duction operates at a sufficient scale, a seller may also try to
avoid losing sales to avoid dipping below the minimum effi-
cient scale. The final and a likely scenario is where the de-
mand side of an input is concentrated while the supply side
exhibits product differentiation.73 In a market with low entry
barriers where each supplier charges a price equal to their
long-run average cost,74 a powerful buyer can extend all-or-
nothing offers at a price above the marginal cost but below the
long-run average cost.75 Most suppliers would have the incen-
tive to accept the offer so long as marginal cost is covered.76

These four scenarios are not mutually exclusive. It is possible
for a market to combine economies of scale and inelastic de-
mand, or significant sunk costs on the part of the seller with a
high minimum efficient scale.

69. Ioannis Kokkoris, Buyer Power Assessment in Competition Law: A Boon or
a Menace?, 29 WORLD COMPETITION 139, 142 (2006).

70. Thomas, supra note 66, at 288.
71. Grimes, supra note 23, at 567.
72. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 300.
73. Noll, supra note 36, at 610.
74. Id.
75. Id. at 611.
76. Id.
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Negotiations may not be confined to price. A powerful
buyer can exercise its bargaining power to obtain favorable
contractual terms on other parameters. The OECD thus de-
scribes the exercise of buyer power as a situation where a
buyer “can credibly threaten to impose a long term opportu-
nity cost (i.e. harm or withheld benefit) which, were the threat
carried out, would be significantly disproportionate to any re-
sulting long term opportunity cost to itself.”77 This captures
the notion that buyer power in a bilateral bargaining context
is ultimately about a comparison of what economists have
called “outside-option payoff” or “disagreement payoff.”78 This
payoff refers to what the party would stand to lose if the nego-
tiation fails. As Ariel Ezrachi suggests, in the bargaining con-
text, “lower prices are obtained by the threat of shifting de-
mand, rather than the actual withholding of demand.”79 The
party that stands to lose less or has more readily available alter-
natives would wield greater bargaining power.

The existence of greater competition on one side of the
market will give the counterparty greater bargaining power, all
else being equal, as it means that the counterparty will have
more alternatives to turn to.80 Size can cut both ways as far as
bargaining power is concerned.81 A large share on the buyer’s
side of the market gives the buyer greater leverage, as the with-
drawal of a large portion of demand from a seller is more
likely to jeopardize the seller’s economic viability.82 But such
share also makes the threat of withdrawal less credible when
the seller knows that the buyer has no meaningful alternative
source of supply to replace itself. A large buyer, however, may
be better positioned to sponsor new market entry given the
size of its order, which would allow the entrant to cover more

77. Org. for Econ. Coop. & Dev. [OECD], Buying Power of Multiproduct
Retailers, at 281 (1998), https://www.oecd.org/competition/abuse/
2379299.pdf.

78. Paul W. Dobson & Roman Inderst, The Waterbed Effect: Where Buying
and Selling Power Come Together, 2008 WIS. L. REV. 331, 338 (2008).

79. Ezrachi, supra note 45, at 50.
80. Scheelings & Wright, supra note 24, at 220.
81. Walter Beckert, Empirical Analysis of Buyer Power, 3–4 (Ctr. for

Microdata Methods & Prac., Working Paper No. CWP17/09, 2009), https://
www.econbiz.de/Record/empirical-analysis-of-buyer-power-beckert-walter/
10003854239.

82. Dobson & Inderst, supra note 78, at 339–40.
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of its fixed costs.83 When a powerful buyer holds an edge in
bargaining power over a seller, it is said to possess “all-or-noth-
ing bargaining power” or “bargaining power” for short. John
Kirkwood defines bargaining power as “the power to obtain a
concession from another party by threatening to impose a
cost, or withdraw a benefit, if the party does not grant the con-
cession.”84

The welfare consequences and consumer impact of bar-
gaining power are less obvious, at least in the short term. If
output level remains the same following the price reduction,
and the seller does not adjust the prices it charges other buy-
ers, exercise of bargaining power will usually only result in a
wealth transfer from the seller to the powerful buyer.85 The
welfare effect is purely redistributive.86 This will be especially
true if the seller can resort to non-linear pricing or two-part
tariffs, which would allow the buyer to extract surplus from the
seller without affecting the per-unit wholesale price.87 This led
Richard Scheelings and Joshua Wright to assert that antitrust
has no role to play in regulating bargaining between sellers
and buyers, arguing that these are merely routine commercial
transactions where the negotiating parties strive for the best
bargain for themselves.88 Similarly, Chris Doyle and Roman In-
derst contend that in a bilateral negotiation setting, “the exer-
cise of buyer power should be seen as leading primarily to the
realisation of individual discounts.”89

In fact, some have gone so far as to suggest that exercise
of bargaining power can be welfare-enhancing.90 They argue
that the only reason the seller can reduce prices in response to
the powerful buyer’s demand is that the seller commands at

83. Id. at 339.
84. Chen, supra note 41, at 244.
85. Ezrachi, supra note 45, at 50–51.
86. See Roger D. Blair & Jessica S. Haynes, Monopsony, monopsony power,

and antitrust policy, in RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON THE ECONOMICS OF ANTITRUST

LAW, 249 (Einer Elhauge ed., 2012); see also Blair & Harrison, supra note 58,
at 318.

87. See Chen, supra note 34, at 22.
88. See Scheelings & Wright, supra note 24, at 242–43.
89. Chris Doyle & Roman Inderst, Some economics on the treatment of buyer

power in antitrust, 2007 EUR. COMPETITION L. REV. 210, 212 (2007).
90. See, e.g., Ariel Ezrachi & Koen De Jong, Buyer power, private labels and

the welfare consequences of quality erosion, 2012 EUR. COMPETITION L. REV. 257,
258 (2012).
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least some market power and the current price is supra-com-
petitive.91 Therefore, a powerful buyer flexing its muscles
merely pushes the wholesale price back or closer to the com-
petitive level. While that would no doubt ameliorate allocative
efficiency loss, whether consumers will benefit would depend
on whether the powerful buyer passes its savings on to con-
sumers, an unlikely outcome absent competitive pressure in
the downstream market.92

3. Retailer Gatekeeper Power
One species of bargaining power in all-or-nothing negoti-

ations which has attracted considerable attention across juris-
dictions is retailer gatekeeper power. This form of buyer
power is also of greatest interest at present as digital platforms
such as Amazon have often been described as gatekeepers as
well. In the pre-digital world, retailer gatekeeper power most
often arose in the context of the grocery market: Walmart in
the case of the United States,93 the big four grocery stores in
the United Kingdom,94 and Woolworths and Coles in Austra-
lia.95

An FTC report distinguishes between three types of buyer
power: monopsony power, buyer power without monopsony
[bargaining power], and gatekeeper power.96 The report
notes that bargaining power can also be subsumed under the
rubric of the gatekeeper power of multi-brand retailers.97 One

91. Id. at 258.
92. See Chen, supra note 34, at 35–36.
93. See generally Albert A. Foer, Mr. Magoo Visits Wamart: Finding the Right

Lens for Antitrust, 39 CONN. L. REV. 1307 (2007).
94. See generally UK COMPETITION COMM., THE SUPPLY OF GROCERIES IN

THE UK MARKET INVESTIGATION (2008), https://webarchive.nationalarchives.
gov.uk/ukgwa/20140402235418mp_/http://www.competition-commis
sion.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/docs/pdf/non-inquiry/rep_
pub/reports/2008/fulltext/538.pdf.

95. See Barbara Jedlickova, Vertical Issues Arising from Conduct Between Large
Supermarkets and Small Suppliers in the Grocery Market: Law and Industry Codes of
Conduct, 36(1) EUR. COMPETITION L. REV. 19, 20 (2015).

96. See FED. TRADE COMM., REPORT ON THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

WORKSHOP ON SLOTTING ALLOWANCES AND OTHER MARKETING PRACTICES IN

THE GROCERY INDUSTRY, 8 (2001), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/reports/report-federal-trade-commission-workshop-slotting-al-
lowances-and-other-marketing-practices-grocery/slottingallowancesre
portfinal_0.pdf.

97. See id. at 58.
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way to understand the relationship between the latter two is
that the role of a gatekeeper as a critical retail outlet gives the
retailer particularly strong bargaining power in bilateral nego-
tiations with its suppliers.98 The nature of the bargaining
power is the same but exercised in the specific context of re-
tail, and, very often, grocery retail.

Retailers, especially grocery retailers, occupy a gatekeeper
role for several reasons. First, these retailers play three impor-
tant and often overlapping roles vis-à-vis their suppliers. The
retailer is a customer, a competitor, and a supplier or seller to
its suppliers all at once.99 A retailer is obviously a customer
when it purchases goods from the suppliers. A retailer is a
competitor when it offers its own private label products in
competition with its suppliers’ products.100 Lastly, a retailer
serves as a supplier when it sells shelf space to suppliers in ex-
change for listing fees or slotting allowances.101 They also sell
in-store promotional opportunities to suppliers.

The role of retailer as a competitor is particularly critical
to its gatekeeper power because it significantly increases its
outside-option payoff in its negotiation with suppliers. With
the exception of “must stock” brands that consumers follow
across retailers, private label products render a brand much
more fungible to the retailer.102 If the negotiation breaks
down, the retailer can quickly replace that supplier’s products
with in-house products instead of scrambling to find another
supplier.103 Private label products hence give a retailer consid-
erable leverage over its suppliers. An empirical study in Ger-
many confirms this, although the study suggests that the posi-
tioning of the private label products vis-à-vis the national
brands makes a critical difference in their contribution to the
retailer’s bargaining power.104

98. See id.
99. Dobson, supra note 32, at 531.

100. Id. at 536.
101. See generally Benjamin Klein & Joshua D. Wright, The Economics of Slot-

ting Contracts, 50 J.L. & ECON. 421 (2007).
102. See Dobson, supra note 32, at 535.
103. See Grimes, supra note 23, at 581.
104. See Michaela Draganska, Daniel Klapper & Sofia B. Villas-Boas, A

Larger Slice or a Larger Pie? An Empirical Investigation of Bargaining Power in the
Distribution Channel, 29 MKTG. SCI. 57, 59, 68 (2010).
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Retailers’ multitude of roles gives them considerable lev-
erage over their suppliers. Paul Dobson explains that “the
combination of suppliers’ dependency on and insecurity about
retaining contracts [ ] allows retailers to exploit the interac-
tion of these three roles, leaving suppliers little or no room for
maneuver in negotiations.”105 Grimes describes this power in
more concrete terms when he states that “control of what
items will be carried, how much shelf space they will be given,
how prominently they will be displayed, and whether they will
be priced or marketed aggressively gives the large multi-brand
retailer substantial leverage in dealing with even the largest
producers of strong brands of consumer products.”106

Another reason that retailers serve as gatekeepers is that
many consumers are more loyal to the retailers than to prod-
uct brands.107 This is especially true in the grocery context.108

While much of antitrust tends to subscribe to an inter-brand
primacy model of consumer behavior under which consumers
are supposed to attach primary importance to brands, in many
contexts consumers are more wedded to their retailers, espe-
cially multi-brand retailers.109 Considerable evidence supports
the fact that, with the exception of “must stock” brands, con-
sumers would rather switch brands within store than switch
stores within brand.110 A retailer would thus suffer relatively
little consequence if it chooses to delist a recalcitrant sup-
plier.111 Meanwhile, large retailers control a supplier’s access
to final consumers.112

Perhaps more related to the point of relative bargaining
power, rather than the retailer’s gatekeeper status, even
though the two are inextricably related, is the fact that a re-
tailer is much more important to a supplier than vice versa.
Sheer math supports this view. A multi-brand retailer such as a

105. Dobson, supra note 32, at 531.
106. Grimes, supra note 23, at 579.
107. See Thomas K. Cheng, A Consumer Behavioral Approach to Resale Price

Maintenance, 12 VA. L. & BUS. REV. 1, 20–21 (2017).
108. See Dobson, supra note 32, at 535.
109. See generally Cheng, supra note 107, at 20–31 (discussing the Inter-

Retailer Primacy Model, where consumers choose the retailer first, then
browse for brands).

110. See Robert L. Steiner, The Nature of Vertical Restraints, 30 ANTITRUST

BULL. 143, 157–58 (1985).
111. Dobson, supra note 32, at 533.
112. See Carstensen, supra note 26, at 277.
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supermarket carries thousands, if not tens of thousands of
brands, none of which will account for more than a few per-
cent of the retailer’s sales at most. A supplier sells to a much
smaller number of retailers, some of which are likely to ac-
count for a significant proportion of overall sales. The rela-
tionship between Procter & Gamble and Walmart vividly illus-
trates this. As of mid-2000s, Procter & Gamble, which is
Walmart’s largest supplier, accounts for two percent of
Walmart’s sales, while Walmart is responsible for eighteen per-
cent of Procter & Gamble’s revenue.113 A retailer hence does
not need any particular supplier to survive, not even one as
large as Procter & Gamble. The reverse, however, is not true.
Even a supplier as large as Procter & Gamble probably could
not remain profitable without Walmart.

The same situation is observed in the United Kingdom,
where even the very largest suppliers only account for less than
roughly three percent of a major grocery retailer’s sales, while
forfeiting sales to one of the top four supermarkets will cut a
supplier’s revenue by at least ten to thirty percent.114 Because
a supplier cannot remain profitable after losing ten or twenty
percent of revenue, retailers hold significant bargaining power
over their suppliers notwithstanding the fact that such bargain-
ing power is achieved at a much lower market share than is
typically necessary for a seller to be found dominant.115 The
European Commission found that a twenty-two percent share
of overall revenue is sufficient to render a retailer indispensa-
ble to a supplier116 and some have suggested as low as ten per-
cent or even eight percent of revenue would be sufficient for
indispensability.117

Moreover, it is possible for multiple retailers to possess
bargaining power over the same set of suppliers at the same
time because a supplier needs access to multiple retailers to

113. Foer, supra note 93, at 1312.
114. Dobson, supra note 32, at 534.
115. MYRIAM VANDER STICHELE & BOB YOUNG, THE ABUSE OF SUPERMARKET

BUYER POWER IN THE EU FOOD RETAIL SECTOR PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF EVI-

DENCE, 15 (2009), https://www.somo.nl/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/
The-Abuse-of-Supermarket-Buyers-Power-in-the-EU-Food-Sector.pdf.

116. Thomas, supra note 66, at 289.
117. See VANDER STICHELE & YOUNG, supra note 115, at 15; Grimes, supra

note 23, at 563–64.
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stay profitable.118 Retailers are likely to hold even greater bar-
gaining power when production exhibits significant econo-
mies of scale, which means that losing output forces the sup-
plier to operate inefficiently by raising per-unit cost of produc-
tion.119 Overall, the magnitude of retailer gatekeeper power
depends on a number of factors including “the size of the re-
tailer relative to the size of the supplier, the absolute size of
the retailer and supplier, and the supply of competing prod-
ucts (including own-label and branded items) that compete
with the supplier’s product.”120

Retailers’ gatekeeper power allows them to extract
favorable price and supply terms from their suppliers. These
terms include listing fees and slotting allowances, retroactive
discounts on goods sold, unreasonably high contributions to
retailer promotion, delayed payment, and others.121 In addi-
tion to extracting financial benefits from the suppliers, some
of these contractual terms also shift the financial risks in the
supply relationship to the suppliers, perhaps unfairly and ex-
cessively so in the eyes of some commentators. Retailers may
force suppliers to accept return of unsold goods.122 They may
demand compensation for products that fail to meet sales ex-
pectations.123 They may extort retrospective discounts from
the suppliers on a variety of grounds not provided for in the
supply contract.124 They may also make delinquent payments,
often significantly past the contractually stipulated payment
date, knowing that the supplier would not sue or terminate the
supply relationship.125

II.
COMPETITIVE HARM OF BUYER POWER

Exercise of buyer power can lead to a range of competi-
tive harm. Apart from the price and welfare effects noted pre-
viously, further competitive harm includes the waterbed effect,

118. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 291.
119. Id. at 290.
120. Paul W. Dobson & Ratula Chakraborty, Buyer Power in the U.K. Grocer-

ies Market, 53 ANTITRUST BULL. 333, 337–38 (2008).
121. Dobson, supra note 34, at 249.
122. Id. at 269.
123. Id.
124. Id.
125. See id.
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quality erosion, increased concentration in the supply chain,
creation of downstream market power, reduced incentives to
invest for upstream suppliers, and wealth transfer from the
seller to the buyer. These will be explained in this Part.

A. Waterbed Effect
The welfare effect of bargaining power would be signifi-

cantly more harmful if the seller raises the prices that it
charges other smaller buyers after offering discounts to the
powerful buyer. Such price discrimination would favor the
powerful buyer in the downstream market.126 Discrimination
may not be confined to the wholesale price. Smaller buyers
can be discriminated against by being denied favorable prod-
uct allocation, delivery terms, or certain attractive package
sizes or promotional packaging.127 This phenomenon is la-
beled as the “waterbed effect.”128

The nature and the mechanism of the waterbed effect is
controversial. Some have questioned why the seller would wait
until the powerful buyer has demanded a price cut to raise
prices on the smaller buyers.129 In other words, if the seller
had the ability to do so, it should have done so long ago.
Others have questioned whether the seller is positioned to
price discriminate.130 If the seller is barely breaking even due
to a lack of market power, it would be unable to implement
price discrimination. David Mills provides an explanation for
this conundrum. He argues that the root cause of the
waterbed effect, in many cases, is increasing marginal cost.131

Mills postulates that the emergence of a powerful buyer de-
manding discounts from the seller will have no effect on other
buyers if the seller’s marginal costs are constant. If, however,
the seller exhibits increasing marginal costs, the powerful
buyer’s demand for a discount “triggers a price increase for

126. Dobson & Inderst, supra note 78, at 346.
127. NAT’L GROCERS ASS’N, Buyer Power and Economic Discrimination in the

Grocery Aisle: Kitchen Table Issues for American Consumers 10 (2021), https://
www.nationalgrocers.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/NGA-Antitrust-
White-Paper25618.pdf.

128. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 298.
129. Thomas, supra note 66, at 293.
130. Dobson & Inderst, supra note 78, at 342.
131. David S. Mills, Buyer Power and Industry Structure, 36 REV. INDUS. ORG.

213, 219 (2010).
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remaining small buyers because supplying more output to the
dominant buyer increases the incremental cost of supplying
the rest.”132 Rising marginal cost means that some units are
cheaper for the seller to produce than others. If the cheaper
units must be sold to the powerful buyer, the remaining buyers
are left purchasing the more expensive ones, which necessi-
tates a price increase. The powerful buyer essentially pushes
the other buyers up on an upward-sloping marginal cost curve.
Alternatively, Peter Carstensen argues that if a seller needs to
recoup substantial fixed costs, lower prices for one buyer
would require the seller to raises prices on other buyers so that
fixed costs are recouped overall.133 The waterbed effect re-
quires all the buyers to compete in both the upstream and the
downstream markets.134 It “relies on the interaction of buyer
and seller power.”135 It would not arise if some of the down-
stream competitors obtain their input from another market or
use another input for production.

Furthermore, price discrimination by the seller could set
off a vicious cycle where the powerful buyer reduces prices in
the downstream market, thereby expanding its sales, while the
smaller buyers lose sales after being forced to raise their retail
prices due to the wholesale price increase.136 A reduced de-
mand from the smaller buyers for the upstream input may fur-
ther increase their wholesale prices, making it harder for them
to compete in the downstream market.137 Consequently, their
market share shrinks over time and they could eventually be
forced out of the market.138 Stefan Thomas calls this the spiral
effect.139 Whether this vicious cycle will materialize depends
on the relative strengths of the buyers in the downstream mar-
ket.140 Market exit is likely only if a significant disparity exists
between the various buyers’ bargaining power such that the

132. Id.
133. Carstensen, supra note 26, at 284.
134. See Roman Inderst & Tommaso M. Valletti, Buyer Power and the

‘Waterbed Effect’, 59 J. INDUS. ECON. 1, 2 (2011).
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139. Thomas, supra note 66, at 293.
140. Chen, supra note 34, at 36.
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powerful buyer can obtain a sufficient cost advantage to
squeeze out downstream rivals.141

In the short term, the waterbed effect may benefit con-
sumers if the powerful buyer reduces its retail prices to take
market share away from rivals.142 Meanwhile, the smaller buy-
ers may face conflicting incentives with respect to their own
retail prices. On the one hand, higher input prices may push
them to raise downstream prices.143 On the other hand, these
firms may be prevented from raising prices by the powerful
buyer’s downstream price reductions.144 The relative strength
of these two competing effects is difficult to predict.145 In fact,
the waterbed effect could be so strong that the powerful buyer
need not reduce its prices to steal customers from its rivals. It
can instead accomplish the same by maintaining its pre-ex-
isting prices as rivals are forced to raise their retail downstream
prices.146 In such case, consumers are harmed because the
waterbed effect raises the prevailing price in the downstream
market.147 Moreover, the long-term effect of the waterbed ef-
fect is not confined to price and could also lead to loss in
product variety and distortion of investment decisions.148

The waterbed effect has empirical support. Doyle and In-
derst point to evidence that suppliers do seek better terms
from smaller buyers to make up for lost profit resulting from
concessions made to a more powerful buyer.149 Further evi-
dence reveals that a significant portion of sellers reduce the
quality of their services to smaller buyers once a large buyer
demands better or additional services.150 Several theoretical
models bolster the case for the waterbed effect151 and the sub-
sequent spiraling effect that further strengthens the powerful

141. Id. at 35.
142. Dobson & Inderst, supra note 78, at 335.
143. Id. at 352.
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146. See id. at 351–52.
147. Inderst & Valletti, supra note 134, at 2.
148. Dobson & Inderst, supra note 78, at 352.
149. Id. at 343.
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151. See generally Inderst & Valletti, supra note 134. But see Zhiqi Chen,

Dominant Retailers and the Countervailing-Power Hypothesis, 34 RAND J. ECON.
612 (2003).
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buyer.152 Nonetheless, the UK Competition Commission has
failed to find evidence of the waterbed effect in the highly con-
centrated grocery market in the United Kingdom.153

B. Quality Erosion
Ariel Ezrachi and Koen de Jong contend that buyer power

can lead to quality erosion in supply. They argue that when the
supplier’s margin is squeezed too hard by the powerful buyer,
the supplier may have incentives to cut costs by lowering prod-
uct quality,154 especially when such quality erosion cannot be
readily discerned.155 Substantial quality erosion could even
cancel out any price reduction that may have occurred.156 The
supplier will only resort to quality reduction if it believes that
the powerful buyer will not detect such reduction.157 Other-
wise, the supplier may instead victimize other buyers to the ex-
tent that these buyers are unable to detect quality deteriora-
tion.158 This amounts to a quality waterbed effect. Instead of
increasing price, buyer power reduces quality. Whether this
will trigger the spiral effect discussed in Section A depends on
whether consumers can readily detect the quality deteriora-
tion. If so, the quality deterioration of competing buyers’
products will drive consumers to the powerful buyer, lifting its
market share.

An economic model by Pierpaolo Battagalli, Chiara
Fumangalli, and Michele Polo lends support to this quality
erosion hypothesis. They note that exercise of buyer power
may influence the supplier’s quality choice and reduce the
supplier’s incentive to engage in quality improvement.159 The
situation presents a classic hold-up scenario where suppliers
are reluctant to engage in quality improvement for fear that its
investment would be appropriated by the powerful buyer.160

152. See generally Roman Inderst, Leveraging Buyer Power, 25 INT’L. J. INDUS.
ORG. 908 (2007).

153. See UK COMPETITION COMM’N, supra note 94, at 87–92.
154. Ezrachi & De Jong, supra note 90, at 258.
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156. Id. at 259.
157. Id.
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159. Pierpaolo Battigalli, Chiara Fumagalli & Michele Polo, Buyer Power

and Quality Improvements, 61 RSCH. ECON. 45, 47 (2007).
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The buyer lacks the mechanism to credibly commit itself to
refrain from appropriation. In fact, they argue that this may
ultimately harm the powerful buyer as a deterioration in qual-
ity may drive consumers away from the market generally, leav-
ing the powerful buyer with a larger slice of a smaller cake.161

Thus, exercise of buyer power harms consumers and total wel-
fare and may undermine the powerful buyer as well.

C. Increased Concentration in the Supply Chain
Exercise of buyer power may also increase concentration

in the supply chain. As a powerful buyer continues to squeeze
supplier margin, some suppliers would rather exit the market
than reinvest.162 The National Grocers Association reports that
exercise of buyer power has led to consolidation in the supply
chain.163 In particular, it notes that the private label sector has
rapidly consolidated.164 For instance, there is only one private
label manufacturer of canned soup.165 Consolidation has also
occurred in other sectors such as canned fruit, pasta, snacks,
and paper products.166

This consolidation has reduced the manufacturing capac-
ity in the private label sector and inadvertently created a
waterbed effect in the supply of private label products. The
remaining private label manufacturers tend to prioritize the
orders of the large retailers, forcing small retailers to pay
higher prices or leaving their orders unfulfilled altogether.167

Even if private label manufacturers continue to supply the
small retailers, per-unit costs increase and the competitiveness
of their products is reduced.168 This results in a particular pri-
vate-label waterbed effect, or the “direct waterbed effect.”

If suppliers deny small retailers of their private label prod-
ucts, small retailers will lose bargaining power.169 These retail-
ers no longer have a readily available alternative if negotiations
with a brand supplier fail, allowing the advantaged supplier to

161. Id.
162. Thomas, supra note 66, at 314.
163. NAT’L GROCERS ASS’N, supra note 127, at 13.
164. Id. at 14.
165. Id.
166. Id.
167. Id.
168. See id.
169. Id.
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raise wholesale prices against the small retailers.170 This can be
referred to as the “indirect waterbed effect,” as the increase in
wholesale prices is the indirect consequence of the cessation
of supply by the private label manufacturers. Either type of
waterbed effect, direct or indirect, could set off the spiral ef-
fect previously described.

An obvious challenge to this line of argument is that the
powerful buyer has no incentive to condone greater supplier
concentration.171 More powerful suppliers may demand
higher prices or drive harder bargains against the buyer.172

From the powerful buyer’s perspective, it would prefer to
squeeze the suppliers to the maximum extent without causing
any exit. The powerful buyer may be able to accomplish this
balancing act in a world of perfect information.173 The reality,
however, is more complicated. The suppliers may have the in-
centive to bluff and claim that the proffered margin is too low
for survival. The powerful buyer will be suspicious in anticipa-
tion of such claims. If the buyer miscalculates and mistakes a
genuine claim of supplier hardship for a bluff, the buyer may
accidentally drive a supplier out of business. This kind of mis-
calculation is more than theoretical, and one cannot assume
that buyer rationality or self-interest will necessarily forestall
buyer-induced increases in supplier concentration.

Alternatively, a large retailer may be unperturbed by in-
creased concentration in the supply chain either because alter-
native suppliers exist or because the retailer is so powerful that
it does not fear supplier concentration. For example,
Walmart’s suppliers have reportedly been forced out of busi-
ness due to unprofitability of supplying Walmart.174 Walmart
seems unconcerned, perhaps because of its overwhelming
buyer power. Similarly, the abundance of third-party sellers ea-
ger to sell on Amazon gives Amazon license to churn through
them.175 Ultimately, the huge number of potential sellers avail-

170. Id.
171. Blair & Harrison, supra note 58, at 319.
172. Id at 324.
173. Id.
174. Thomas A. Piraino Jr., A Proposed Antitrust Approach to Buyers’ Competi-

tive Conduct, 56 HASTINGS L.J. 1121, 1123 (2005).
175. STACY MITCHELL, RON KNOX & ZACH FREED, REPORT: AMAZON’S MO-

NOPOLY TOLLBOOTH (2020), https://ilsr.org/amazons_tollbooth/.
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able to Amazon ameliorates any fears of increased supplier
concentration.

D. Creation of Downstream Market Power
Exercise of buyer power may also exacerbate downstream

market power to the extent that the same upstream buyers
compete in the downstream market.176 This follows from the
direct and the indirect waterbed effects discussed in Part II.
The direct waterbed effect, either in the private label or the
general context, will raise wholesale prices for the smaller re-
tailers.177 Given that multi-brand retailers sell numerous
brands, and tens of thousands of brands in the case of super-
markets, direct waterbed effect in a limited number of brands
is unlikely to affect a retailer’s viability. If the effect is wide-
spread, however, the death spiral may ensue. A powerful buyer
can be expected to exert its bargaining power against every
susceptible supplier and has no incentive to spare any particu-
lar supplier.178 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the
waterbed effect will be widespread and the spiral effect more
plausible than it may initially seem.

The indirect waterbed effect, found only in the private la-
bel context, is unlikely to force a retailer to exit the market on
its own. It is, however, likely to exacerbate the pressure ex-
erted on the smaller retailers by the direct waterbed effect. Di-
rect and indirect waterbed effects may, together, create such a
hostile operating environment for smaller retailers that they
will be forced to leave the market. While highly advantageous
to the large retailer, consumer harm will result when the large
retailer takes advantage of its newly found market power to
raise prices.

E. Reduced Investment Incentives for Upstream Suppliers
Short of driving suppliers out of the market, exercise of

buyer power can still harm competition by reducing these sup-
pliers’ incentive to invest in product improvement, product
development, brand building, and other value-enhancing ac-
tivities. These can occur for one of two reasons. The first rea-

176. Stucke, supra note 34, at 1524.
177. Id. at 1552.
178. Lina M. Khan, Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox, 126 YALE L.J. 710, 775

(2017).
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son is that lower margin may leave suppliers with less funds to
invest in such activities. The second reason is due to opportu-
nistic behavior by the powerful buyer.179 A supplier may plan
to make an investment that is profitable ex ante and enter into
a contract with a retailer accordingly. After investment is made
and the costs are sunk, the powerful buyer will have strong
incentives to engage in ex post opportunistic behavior to
change the contractual terms retrospectively.180 Mindful of the
possibility of such buyer hold-up, the supplier will be hesitant
to invest in the first place.181 Such a scenario is far from purely
academic. Experience tells us that powerful retailers regularly
impose retrospective amendment of contractual terms to the
detriment of the suppliers.182

Supplier investment may be deterred not only by ex post
financial exploitation, but also by direct copying or imitation
by the retailer. If a supplier perceives a high risk that the re-
tailer will copy its product design and replicate the product to
compete with the supplier, the supplier will be reluctant to in-
vest in product improvement or development.183 The buyer
need not get its hands dirty. It can out-source product develop-
ment to private label manufacturers. Investment in product
development can be subject to ex post hold-up because the sup-
plier is susceptible to opportunistic behavior once the initial
R&D costs are sunk.184 Amazon has reportedly engaged in pre-
cisely this kind of opportunistic behavior in India, appointing
a private label manufacturer to copy the designs of some of the
most popular products on its Marketplace.185

179. Peter Davis & Alan Reilly, The UK Competition Commission’s Groceries
Market Investigation: Market Power, Market Outcomes and Remedies 1, 16–17 (July
16, 2009), https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/record/53210/files/Peter%
20Davis%20Beijing%20Paper%20-final.pdf.
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181. Thomas, supra note 66, at 310.
182. Dobson, supra note 32, at 532.
183. Feng Zhu & Qihong Liu, Competing with Complementors: An Empirical

Look at Amazon.com, 39 STRATEGIC MGMT. J. 2618, 2623 (2018); see Davis &
Reilly, supra note 179, at 17.

184. See Thomas, supra note 66, at 311.
185. Aditya Kalra & Steve Stecklow, Amazon Copied Products and Rigged

Search Results to Promote Its Own Brands, Documents Show, REUTERS (Oct. 13,
2021, 11:00 AM), https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/ama-
zon-india-rigging/.
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Commentators have argued that two factors may help to
minimize hold-up or at least mitigate its effect.186 The first fac-
tor is that supplier investment in product development also
benefits the retailer to the extent that it increases product
sales or raises the product price.187 The retailer will get a share
of the increased sales. There is hence a tradeoff between short-
term profit and long-term detriment.188 In a world of perfect
information, a powerful buyer would exercise its power up to
the point where investment incentives become impaired. Be-
yond that point, the buyer must balance the extra profit that it
makes by depressing supplier margin and the lost profit from
reduced product innovation. A powerful buyer would only
push beyond that threshold when the former outweighs the
latter. The second factor concerns reputational effects, partic-
ularly the retailer’s reluctance to be labeled as a serial oppor-
tunist.189 Reputational effects, however, would only be effec-
tive if suppliers have a meaningful choice of retailers. An es-
sential retailer which every supplier must sell to will not be
constrained by reputational effects. Such is reportedly the case
for Amazon.190 Meaningful choice may also be absent if oppor-
tunistic behavior is prevalent among retailers. Some conduct,
such as ex post financial exploitation in the form of delayed
payments, may be so common that suppliers cannot realisti-
cally avoid it.191

F. Wealth Transfer from Sellers to Buyers
Finally, wealth transfer from sellers to buyers is one of the

more controversial effects that may result from the exercise of
buyer power. Wealth transfer is arguably not a competitive
harm as it does not entail distortion or restriction of competi-

186. Davis & Reilly, supra note 179, at 17.
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tion, but rather just results in less surplus for the seller.192 This
is especially true in the case of bargaining power in all-or-noth-
ing negotiations, where reduction in output level is not re-
quired. By making an all-or-nothing offer, a powerful buyer
can extract a lower price from sellers without reducing its de-
mand and extract surplus from its sellers without causing any
allocative inefficiency.193 Commentators have argued that such
wealth transfer is of no concern to antitrust law.194 Moreover,
in the case of all-or-nothing negotiations, the wholesale price
splits the surplus between the seller and the buyer. To say that
there is a wealth transfer from the seller to the buyer suggests
that there is an objectively optimal split of surplus, which ne-
cessitates the ascertainment of a fair wholesale price. Such
concepts simply do not exist in antitrust law.195

Grimes argues that the debate about whether antitrust
should be concerned with this wealth transfer is, in a sense,
less important because most exercises of buyer power create
other competitive harm or loss in aggregate welfare.196 While
this may be true, the argument sidesteps the issue of whether
antitrust should pay heed to wealth transfer independent of
other competitive harm. Grimes asserts that “[i]f monopsony
abuses are truly the mirror image of monopoly abuses, the fo-
cus for buyer power ought not to be on consumers as atomistic
buyers, but on the atomistic sellers forced to accept less than a
competitive price,”197 and that “[r]ecognizing the legitimate
interests of atomistic sellers in free and fair competition is not
a policy for Luddites, but a progress-friendly and forward-look-
ing vision that players of all sizes have an opportunity to enter
and compete in a market.”198

Unfortunately, Grimes’ assertions do not fully address the
detractors’ objections. First, while it may be possible to justify

192. Robert H. Lande, Wealth Transfers as the Original and Primary Concern
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the need for special protection of atomistic sellers such as
small-time farmers or labor,199 the sellers in many all-or-noth-
ing negotiations are not atomistic. These sellers may be
dwarfed by retail giants such as of Walmart and Amazon, but
their business may still be sizable.200 If atomistic is understood
in an absolute rather than a relative or comparative sense, no
persuasive argument exists for extending special protection to
these suppliers simply because they are smaller than the giant
retailers. Second, no workable standard guides the inquiry
into when an unfair or unjustified wealth transfer has taken
place, which, as suggested earlier, requires a determination of
the fairness of the wholesale price.201 A fairness assessment
need not be confined to the wholesale price, it can be applied
to other non-price contractual terms as well. There are no
clear standards of fairness for these terms either. While retro-
active amendment of contractual terms may be objectionable
as an instance of opportunistic behavior, no reasonable basis
exists upon which to delineate the boundary of acceptability
for contractual terms agreed upon by the parties ex ante in
open negotiations. Accordingly, prohibiting exercises of buyer
power on the grounds of pure wealth transfer seems untena-
ble.

This discussion is salient in examining Amazon’s treat-
ment of third-party sellers. Many sellers on Amazon Market-
place are not manufacturers or product developers.202 Rather,
they are merely resellers of products sourced elsewhere.203 In
the case of resellers, an exercise of buyer power against them
should not lead to the waterbed effect, quality erosion, or re-
duced investment incentives. Resellers do not engage in pro-
duction. Nor do they make investment in production facilities
or product development. And to the extent that these resellers
are numerous and largely fungible, no danger of increased
supplier concentration exists. In any case, Amazon’s buyer

199. See BLAIR & HARRISON, supra note 17, at 172.
200. Foer, supra note 93, at 1312–13.
201. See generally Pinar Akman & Luke Garrod, When Are Excessive Prices
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power should allow Amazon to withstand a significant degree
of supplier concentration, casting doubt upon any basis for in-
tervening in Amazon’s exploitation of these sellers.

III.
UBER AS A DIGITAL MONOPSONIST

A. An Overview of Two-sided Platforms
It is superfluous at this day and age to note that digital

platforms such as Amazon and Apple App Store are two-sided
platforms. The undisputed nature of their designations as two-
sided platforms notwithstanding, the definition of two-sided
platforms remains controversial.204 Benjamin Hermalin and
Michael Katz note that “[a]n unusual feature of two-sided mar-
kets is that there is no consensus regarding what they are.”205

In Ohio v. American Express Co., the Supreme Court defined
two-sided platforms as firms that “offer[ ] different products or
services to two different groups who both depend on the plat-
form to intermediate between them.”206 The Court proceeded
to observe that one of the distinguishing features of these plat-
forms is indirect network effects.207 Other commentators gen-
erally agree on the central importance of these effects to two-
sided platforms.208 According to Alexei Alexandrov, George
Deltas, and Daniel F. Spulber, this means that “[t]heir pricing
policies and strategic interaction on one side of the market are
necessarily connected to pricing and strategic interaction on
the other side of the market.”209 Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean
Tirole define two-sided platforms by their ability to resolve ex-
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ternalities that prevent efficient contracting by users on both
sides.210 The first externality that platforms must resolve is the
need initially to attain a critical mass of users on both sides of
the platform.211 The second externality concerns pricing,
more particularly, how platforms should allocate the overall
price of the platform between the two sides.212 Overcharging
one side of the platform can have grave consequences as the
loss of customers on one side will, in turn, lead to customer
defection on the other side of the platform.213

Ben Bloodstein classifies two-sided platforms into three
types: transaction platforms, ad-sponsored or media platforms,
and software platforms. Some complex, vertically integrated
platforms, including Amazon, Google, and Facebook, com-
bine all three types.214 Transaction platforms are platforms
that allow buyers and sellers of goods or services to meet and
transact.215 Uber is a prime example of a digital transaction
platform. In the pre-digital age, supermarkets and classified
ads would serve as paradigmatic transaction platforms. Ad-
sponsored or media platforms are platforms where one side
consists of advertisers. Indirect network effects on these plat-
forms are uni-directional: while the advertisers are concerned
with the number of users on the other side of the platform,
the users are indifferent to the amount of advertising.216 In
fact, users probably prefer less or no advertising. It is informa-
tion that is primarily exchanged on these platforms. The plat-
forms offer a service that attracts users, such as entertainment
or social media, and present to those users advertising infor-
mation from the advertisers. Transactions between the adver-
tisers and the users are consummated off the platform. Lastly,
well-known software platforms, including Windows, Mac OS,
iOS, and Android, probably need no introduction. Computer

210. Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Re-
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or smartphone users populate one side of the platform while
app or software developers sit on the other side.217

B. Digital Monopsony
As previously suggested, monopsony power is rare in fact

and is most likely to be present in an agricultural or labor mar-
ket. For example, monopsony power may exist in the case of a
large food processor or buyer of a perishable agricultural
product218, a professional sports league219 or a single large em-
ployer in a small town.

As it turns out, monopsony power can also be observed in
the case of several digital platforms, including ride sharing
apps such as Uber and Lyft and food delivery apps such as
DoorDash and Grubhub. While not the only employer of driv-
ers or delivery workers in their respective geographic markets
and thus not textbook monopsonists, these companies are very
large and powerful buyers dealing with numerous atomistic
sellers of labor services.220 Recall the prerequisites for monop-
sony power: (i) the buyer contributes to a substantial portion
of purchases in the market; (ii) barriers to entry into the
buyer’s market; and (iii) an upward-sloping supply curve. In
the case of Uber and DoorDash, each contributes to a substan-
tial portion of purchases in the relevant labor market221, pro-
spective entrants into the respective markets of ride sharing
apps and food delivery apps face significant barriers to en-
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try,222 especially in view of recent market consolidation,223 and
the labor supply curve in each market is upward-sloping (the
offer of a higher wage attracts greater supply).224

The welfare effects of a classic monopsony are a lower out-
put level and resultant deadweight loss.225 Price increases for
the final product are contingent on the degree of competition
in the downstream market. In the case of a competitive down-
stream market, price and output may remain the same. Con-
versely, if the powerful buyer has market power in the down-
stream market, prices will likely go up.

Whether these conclusions hold where the monopsonist
is a digital platform, such as Uber, remains an interesting ques-
tion. One key distinction between these digital platforms and
the classic offline monopsonist is the former’s ability to engage
in price discrimination. While price discrimination in the case
of digital platforms is not perfect, evidence suggests that Uber,
for example, is capable of offering highly personalized pricing
under its so-called “Hell” program.226 The welfare calculus of
monopsony changes fundamentally where the buyer is able to
offer different prices to individual drivers and it is no longer
necessary to reduce overall demand to depress the purchase
price.
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C. Uber’s Technological Capacity to Monopsonize
Uber’s Hell program uses algorithms to personalize the

incentives offered to its drivers.227 The main purpose of the
program is not to exercise monopsony power. Instead, the
Hell program targets Uber drivers who also drive for a compet-
itor. The program has three components: (1) the collection
and combination of data, (2) the identification of drivers who
are also driving for competitors, and (3) targeted incentives
for these drivers.228 Initially, information is collected on the
availability of drivers in a geographic area who offer their ser-
vices via a competitor. The data are then combined with the
data of drivers who offer their services via Uber in the same
geographic area and time frame. By combining these two data
sets collected over a long period, Uber can algorithmically
identify multi-homing drivers. In the final step, Uber treats
these drivers more favorably compared to other drivers. To en-
tice multi-homing drivers to drive exclusively for Uber, these
drivers would receive more offers to pick up passengers and
special bonuses if the target number of rides per week is
met.229 These drivers may also be offered better prices.230 All
this occurs with no knowledge on the part of the drivers.231

The technical feasibility of personalized pricing, or first-
degree price discrimination, has been widely debated. The de-
bate has mostly centered on the consumer side.232 Undoubt-
edly, some platforms already engage in third-degree price dis-
crimination based on address, type of smartphone used, and
other personal attributes.233 Platforms have also used cookies
to track browsing history and price discriminate on such ba-
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sis.234 In fact, some consumers report being offered lower
prices by Amazon after deleting their cookies or browsing his-
tory.235 Customer identification and segmentation is made eas-
ier by clustering algorithms, which group customers with a
similar willingness to pay.236

Still, some distance remains between price discrimination
based on clusters or rough demographic groups and truly per-
sonalized pricing, with opinions differing on the feasibility of
the latter. Salil Mehra believes that platforms already possess
the capability to gauge a consumer’s willingness to pay and im-
plement first-degree price discrimination.237 Michal Gal as-
serts that “as more data are gathered about each consumer’s
preferences, a personalized ‘digital profile’ can be created
through the use of algorithms that calculate and update con-
sumers’ elasticity of demand in real time.”238 Axel Gaultier,
Ashwin Ittoo, and Pieter Van Cleyenbreugel are less sanguine
about the technical capability of algorithms and argue that, at
the moment, there is no strong evidence that finer-grained
price discrimination is implemented against consumers.239

Whatever the current technical limits of pricing algo-
rithms, some industry experts believe that personalized pricing
is the future. Jonathan Cave observes that machine learning is,
in principle, capable of achieving something close to first-de-
gree price discrimination.240 The CEO of Safeway notes that it
is only a matter of time before shelf prices become obsolete
and personalized pricing turns into a reality.241 Yet not all
hope is lost for the consumers. Despite her faith in the capabil-
ity of pricing algorithms, Gal downplays the impending threat
of personalized pricing, arguing that reputational risks will de-
ter the platforms.242 Price discrimination has faced public
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backlash in the past.243 Gal further suggests that consumers
can protect themselves with anonymous browsing.244

Uber appears more capable, relative to other digital plat-
forms, of offering personalized pricing. Mehra notes that
“given enough data, Uber could estimate an individual con-
sumer’s demand curve, and thereby gauge its willingness to
pay.”245 While Mehra may have slightly overstated the case,
there are reasons to believe that Uber can target its drivers
more accurately than can other digital platforms. Uber can
track a driver’s willingness to drive at different times of the day
and determine how that willingness changes in reaction to the
availability of surge pricing, weather conditions, road condi-
tions, and other factors.246 Further, Uber can track how long a
driver is willing to stay idle before picking up a ride.247 The
Hell program indicates that Uber can identify with considera-
ble accuracy multi-homing drivers and predict their willing-
ness to drive for Uber.248 Uber could presumably obtain even
more information about a driver’s willingness to drive in re-
sponse to different fare levels if it was willing to release an esti-
mated fare in advance of driver acceptance of a ride. At the
moment, drivers only find out about the destination in ad-
vance in some jurisdictions such as California.249 In many in-
stances, the drivers only find out about the destination after
they have accepted the ride.250 Fares are calculated after the
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trip based on the distance traveled and time taken,251 al-
though Uber has reportedly launched pilot programs which
allow drivers to see the destination and pay before accepting a
ride.252 Nonetheless, it is fair to assume that Uber possesses
sufficient information about its drivers to engage in reasonably
refined price discrimination. Moreover, the fact that Uber
drivers are compensated on a per trip basis, as opposed to an
hourly basis or even a monthly basis, gives Uber significant
room to individualize compensation. In a way, compensation
of Uber drivers is, by definition, personalized according to fac-
tors such as how much she drives, how many trips she accepts,
and the time of the day she drives. Even if Uber falls short of
first-degree price discrimination, its pricing model is a far cry
from the single equilibrium price offered by a classic monop-
sonist.

The defense mechanisms identified by Gal are not availa-
ble to Uber drivers. Personalized pricing against Uber drivers
is unlikely to cause a public outcry nor do Uber drivers have
the option to interact with Uber anonymously. Further, Uber
can seek additional assistance from increasingly powerful pric-
ing algorithms. The OECD notes that these algorithms “allow
for constant adjustment and optimization of individual prices
based on many factors, including available stock and antici-
pated demand.”253 Using a huge volume of data, pricing algo-
rithms learn through trial and error to discern patterns and
formulate optimal pricing.254 These algorithms are automated
and require no human intervention, which means they can
constantly adjust prices based on changing conditions.255

Uber is also likely to face fewer technical challenges com-
pared to a digital platform attempting to price discriminate
against its consumers. First, determining a consumer’s willing-
ness to pay requires a high dimensionality of data, much of
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which is often incomplete.256 Determining a driver’s willing-
ness to drive should require a relatively smaller set of informa-
tion about the drivers. Because Uber would collect the infor-
mation itself, an incomplete data set should not be a problem.
Second, much of the consumer data from third-party online
sources is unlabeled, which greatly impedes supervised learn-
ing by pricing algorithms.257 Supervised learning requires an-
notated data, yet manual annotation is costly and error
prone.258 Again, because Uber will be collecting most of the
driver data itself, the problem of unlabeled data is unlikely to
arise. Third, it is well noted that most retailers lack the appro-
priate technical infrastructure, such as electronic price tags,
that is needed to gauge consumers’ willingness to pay.259

Given that Uber conducts all its interaction with its drivers
through smartphones, the lack of technical infrastructure
should be irrelevant.

D. Welfare Effects of Digital Monopsony
Even if Uber is not able to engage in fully personalized

pricing, it can closely tailor driver compensation, with an in-
creasing degree of individualization over time. As previously
noted, the possibility of individualization fundamentally
changes the welfare calculus of digital monopsony. Recall that
classic monopsony leads to a lower level of output and dead-
weight loss, and the degree to which consumer prices remain
stable or increase depends on the state of downstream compe-
tition. Textbook economics suggests that the efficiency loss of
price discrimination decreases as it approximates first-degree
price discrimination.260 Market outcome with first-degree
price discrimination mirrors that under perfect competi-
tion.261 The only difference is that producer surplus is fully
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extracted by the price-discriminating monopsonist.262 The
deadweight loss disappears as there is no restriction of output.
A price-discriminating monopsonist need not resort to de-
mand depression to obtain lower prices. In fact, the closer the
monopsonist approaches perfect price discrimination, the
more benign are the welfare effects.263 While personalized
pricing against customers is controversial, price discrimination
by a digital monopsonist is much less objectionable. If monop-
sony is unavoidable in any event, it may as well be imple-
mented with perfect price discrimination.

The benign welfare effects upstream do not mean that
consumers are necessarily indifferent to digital monopsonies.
As mentioned earlier, consumer prices may rise if downstream
competition is weak, which is probably not the case for Uber as
it faces keen competition from Lyft, at least in the United
States.264 However, now that the digital monopsonist need not
suppress its demand for the upstream input, drivers in Uber’s
case, it may no longer have an incentive to raise prices in the
downstream market. The monopsonist may not be able to in-
crease downstream prices without curtailing its output, which
may require the digital monopsonist to leave some input un-
used. This would require Uber to deliberately fail to match a
rider with a driver to create scarcity. Given that Uber is still
subject to competition by other ride sharing apps and taxis,
deliberate failure to match riders with drivers would likely
push riders to its competitors. Thus, the risk of increased
downstream prices is likely lower in the case of a digital
monopsonist as compared to a brick-and-mortar monopsonist.

Most of the competitive harm discussed in Part II has little
application in the case of Uber’s digital monopsony. Given
that these are individual drivers instead of suppliers, the
waterbed effect is not applicable, with the caveat that multi-
homing drivers may raise wage demands for Uber’s competi-
tors, such as Lyft, in response to the lower wages offered by
Uber. Given that the drivers wield little bargaining power,
such a scenario seems unlikely. Quality erosion, increased con-
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centration in the supply chain, and reduced investment incen-
tives by suppliers are also irrelevant. The equivalent of these
competitive effects in this context would be reduced incentives
to train as drivers and reduced incentives to invest in a nicer
vehicle, for example. In the context of professional athletes or
physicians, a monopsony may lead to under-investment to
train to acquire the requisite skills or professional qualifica-
tions. The required training can be very time-consuming and
costly. The situation is different for Uber drivers. Most people
do not learn how to drive specifically to become an Uber
driver and do not invest in improving their driving skills to
become a better Uber driver. In fact, few specific investments
are required to become an Uber driver. Therefore, in the case
of Uber, reduced incentives to train can be discounted.

The relevance of reduced incentives to make vehicle in-
vestment depends on the proportion of drivers who buy or,
more probably, rent a car to serve as an Uber driver. For casual
car owners who work as an Uber driver part-time to earn sup-
plemental income, this effect has no application. For those
who invest in their car for the specific purpose of driving for
Uber, the reduced incentives could be an important issue.
Thankfully, the quality, or at least the make, of one’s car is
listed on the Uber app before a rider places an order. The
issue of undetected quality reduction discussed by Ezrachi and
de Jong is hence unlikely to arise. Poor safety maintenance
could be at issue, which should be reflected in a driver’s rating
over time. Wealth transfer from the seller to the buyer, or in
this case, from Uber drivers to Uber, would arise in any exer-
cise of buyer power and deserves attention only if wealth trans-
fer is deemed a valid ground for antitrust intervention, an as-
sertion rejected previously.

Lastly, creation of downstream market power could arise
and prove to be an important concern if Uber’s monopsony
power is exercised for an exclusionary purpose. The competi-
tive effects of monopsony power would be much less benign if
the individual targeting of drivers comes with an exclusionary
element, as in the case of the Hell program. Evidence suggests
that the Hell program’s main purpose is to allow Uber to lock
in its drivers by offering them personalized financial incen-
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tives.265 To the extent that Uber succeeds in denying competi-
tors such as Lyft access to drivers, the Hell program may harm
competition and consumers alike and deserves antitrust scru-
tiny, but probably as an exclusionary conduct rather than a
buyer power abuse.

IV.
AMAZON AS A DIGITAL GATEKEEPER

A. Digital Gatekeepers
Both supermarkets and digital marketplaces, such as Ama-

zon, are two-sided platforms. Amazon is in fact a vertically inte-
grated platform. Amazon’s Marketplace is a transaction plat-
form that allows more than two million third-party sellers to
sell to consumers,266 accounting for sixty percent of Amazon’s
overall sales.267 Marketplace also serves as an ad-sponsored
platform by hosting ads on its website for third-party prod-
ucts.268 Advertising is an increasingly important source of reve-
nue for Amazon.269 Lastly, Amazon provides a software plat-
form through its Kindle device and accompanying app, which
connects publishers and readers.270 Amazon’s business goes
significantly beyond its platform. In addition to being a tech-
nology company, it is also a logistics company, an advertising
platform, a movie studio, a streaming service, a health care
provider, a surveillance machine, and a data harvester.271 Ac-
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cordingly, Amazon has been called the “everything com-
pany.”272

Both brick-and-mortar supermarkets and Amazon are re-
tailer gatekeepers that wield significant bargaining power in
all-or-nothing negotiations with suppliers and transactional
counterparties. Gatekeeper power in the supermarket context
has been discussed previously in Part I. Every factor that allows
these supermarkets such as Walmart and the big four in the
United Kingdom to perform gatekeeping functions applies to
Amazon as well.

At the outset, it is important to distinguish between two
types of sellers on Amazon.273 The first type are suppliers, just
the same as those that supply the brick-and-mortar supermar-
kets and retailers.274 These include developers and manufac-
turers of products with their own recognized brands such as
FarberWare, the kitchenware manufacturer.275 These suppli-
ers may sell their goods to Amazon directly which, in turn, re-
sells the goods to final consumers.276 This represents the stan-
dard wholesale-retail relationship in which Amazon performs
the role of the traditional retailer. These sellers are known as
first-party sellers and their products are labeled as “Ship from
and sold by Amazon.com.”277 Alternatively, they may sell their
goods as third-party sellers in Amazon Marketplace directly to
consumers with the goods delivered by the supplier itself or by
Amazon.278 The products are labeled as “Ship from and Sold
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by . . . Third-Party Seller” when the third-party seller handles
the delivery itself and “Sold by . . . Third-Party Seller and Ful-
filled by Amazon” when the delivery is handled by Amazon’s
logistics service.279

The second type of sellers is resellers. These sellers do not
produce their products.280 Instead, they source products from
manufacturers, suppliers or other sources and resell them to
consumers with Amazon serving as a conduit between the sup-
plier and consumers.281 These resellers are designated as
third-party sellers on Amazon282 and have different types of
business models, including wholesale, private label, and retail
arbitrage.283 The wholesalers purchase products from the
manufacturers or distributors in bulk and then sell them on to
final consumers, as is the case for most brick-and-mortar retail-
ers.284 The private label resellers source their own private label
products directly from factories, often in China, and resell
them to consumers.285 Finally, the retail arbitrageurs source
their products online or from local stores and resell them on
Amazon at higher prices to make a profit.286

In sum, suppliers as traditionally understood can be ei-
ther first-party sellers or third-party sellers while resellers are
invariably third-party sellers on Amazon. As far as the Amazon
ecosystem is concerned, the relevant distinction is whether the
product is sold by Amazon directly or by a third party. For the
purpose of this Article, however, the focus is on whether the
products are developed and produced by the seller. The po-
tential competitive harm that could arise from Amazon’s exer-
cise of buyer power is different for the suppliers and the resel-
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lers because the latter do not develop their own products. The
common terminology in the Amazon ecosystem, however, is
third-party sellers. Amazon does not differentiate between
branded third-party sellers and reselling third-party sellers. All
of Amazon’s third-party seller policies that may constitute
buyer power abuses apply to both. Therefore, for the sake of
simplicity, this Article will refer to resellers as third-party sell-
ers. Branded third-party resellers are implicitly excluded from
the term third-party seller when discussing competitive harm
of buyer power abuses.

Similar to the traditional supermarkets, Amazon performs
multiple roles. For one, Amazon is a customer of suppliers
when it sources products from them. Amazon hosts third-party
sellers on its Marketplace. Amazon also competes with some of
these sellers by offering private label products.287 Amazon is in
an even more advantageous position in its competition with
the suppliers because it knows more about its customers as
compared to traditional supermarkets.288 Amazon’s customer
information allows it to predict consumer preference and de-
mand more accurately. Amazon does not sell shelf space to
suppliers or third-party sellers by charging listing fees or slot-
ting allowances. Instead, Amazon sells advertising, promotion,
and logistical services known as Fulfillment by Amazon
(“FBA”).289 As discussed below, sellers that purchase advertis-
ing on Amazon obtain preferential placement in search re-
sults. Advertising and promotional charges and fees for FBA
thus effectively function, though not explicitly, as slotting al-
lowances.

Suppliers and third-party sellers are no less reliant on Am-
azon than are suppliers on traditional supermarkets. If any-
thing, Amazon commands an even larger market share than
does the biggest brick-and-mortar retailer, Walmart. Amazon
Marketplace reportedly holds a forty percent market share in
e-commerce, leading the closest contender, Walmart, by thirty-
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three percent.290 This figure refers to all goods bought and
sold online, rather than individual product categories such as
grocery or toys, where Walmart allegedly holds a twenty per-
cent market share.291 In a lawsuit brought by the Washington
D.C. Attorney General, reportedly the first major antitrust suit
against Amazon in the United States,292 the complaint claimed
that seventy-four percent of consumers go directly to Amazon
when seeking to purchase a specific product.293 As such, one
can only imagine suppliers’ reliance on Amazon for online
sales.

The situation is worse for third-party sellers, who face
even greater disparity in brand recognition. While consumers
recognize and feel attached to a supplier’s brand, third-party
sellers are essentially fungible. In the eyes of consumers, only
reliability and price matter. For a third-party seller that uses
FBA, the only relevant attribute is price. The fungibility of
third-party sellers means they are even more reliant than sup-
pliers on Amazon and maintain worse bargaining positions vis-
à-vis Amazon. In fact, Amazon exacerbates these sellers’ de-
pendence by cajoling them to use FBA. This means that apart
from ownership of the produced good, essentially everything
involved in a sale by a third-party seller is handled by Ama-
zon.294

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that Amazon performs
an equal, if not a greater, retailer gatekeeper function as com-
pared to traditional supermarkets. Amazon possesses a great
deal of buyer power vis-à-vis its suppliers and third-party sell-
ers, as confirmed by media reports,295 and has exercised this
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power to drive hard bargains.296 The range of reported con-
duct includes charging excessive fees (or referral fees),
prohibiting third-party sellers from selling goods at a lower
price on other platforms, imposing unduly harsh contractual
terms, alleged tying by requiring third-party sellers to use FBA
and purchase advertising, using unfair methods to compete
with its own third-party sellers such as outright design copying,
using algorithms to steer customers to its own products (other-
wise known as self-preferencing in the EU), and misusing sell-
ers’ sales data (which was the subject of an EU investigation),
and even compelling suppliers to sell an equity stake to Ama-
zon, which will be discussed subsequently.

B. Amazon’s Gatekeeper Bargaining Power
Buyer power abuses by retailer gatekeepers were prevalent

in the pre-digital age.297 While some jurisdictions such as the
United Kingdom and Australia have adopted sector-specific
codes of conduct,298 the United States has taken a relatively
hands-off approach. Private label products are widespread,
and Amazon is certainly not the first retailer to introduce
them. As far as this Author is aware, no jurisdiction has ever
penalized a retailer solely for introducing such products. If an-
titrust authorities have largely ignored buyer power abuses by
powerful brick-and-mortar retailers, is there any justification
for a different approach with respect to digital gatekeeper plat-
forms? Is there anything unique about digital gatekeepers that
bestows their conduct with greater anticompetitive potential
on the buyer-side of the market?

To answer these questions, three issues require investiga-
tion: (1) whether buyer power needs to be measured differ-
ently for digital gatekeeper platforms; (2) whether digital gate-
keeper power is stronger or more durable than its brick-and-
mortar counterpart; and (3) whether the competitive harm of
buyer power abuses identified in Part II are equally applicable
to digital gatekeepers.

296. Mattioli, supra note 12, at 4.
297. Foer, supra note 93, at 1312–13.
298. Groceries Supply Code of Practice 2009, ¶ 16 (UK), https://

www.gov.uk/government/publications/groceries-supply-code-of-practice/
groceries-supply-code-of-practice; Competition and Consumer (Industry Codes—
Food and Grocery) (Cth) reg 2015 sch 19 (Austl.).
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The first issue to explore is whether, and how, measure-
ment of buyer power may differ for digital gatekeepers as com-
pared to brick-and-mortar gatekeepers. As far as this Author is
aware, digital buyer power is a relatively unexplored issue in
the literature. In terms of seller-side market power, Alexan-
drov argues that “[i]n two-sided markets, firms typically inter-
mediate between buyers and sellers, so that market power
measures must reflect firms’ interaction both with buyers and
with sellers.”299 In two-sided markets, market definition needs
to take into account prices charged on both sides of the mar-
ket.300 Likewise, assessment of market power also requires us
to account for the firm’s pricing power on both sides of the
market. If a platform cannot raise prices on one side of the
market without cutting prices on the other side, it is unlikely
to possess market power.

This presents a conundrum. A one-sided firm usually
faces suppliers on one side and customers on the other side.
Seller-side market power is measured on the customer side
and buyer power on the supplier side. For a two-sided platform
that sells on both sides, such as a credit card service provider
selling payment services to card users and transaction process-
ing to merchants, Alexandrov suggests that one needs to con-
sider its pricing power and hence market share on both sides
of the market to determine its seller-side market power.301

This is consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision in Ameri-
can Express. There, the Court held that the fact that American
Express may have acted anticompetitively on one side of the
market does not end the inquiry.302 One needs to consider the
other side of the market to complete the analysis.303 If one
needs to consider both sides to assess seller-side market power,
however, it is not clear on which side of the market buyer
power should be measured. One possibility is that buyer power
needs to be measured on both sides just like seller-side market
power. Alternatively, perhaps seller-side market power and
buyer power are one and the same concept for digital plat-
forms.

299. Alexandrov, supra note 209, at 775.
300. Id. at 775.
301. Id. at 782.
302. Ohio v. American Express, 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2287 (2018).
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Two-sided firms can be classified as symmetrical or asym-
metrical. Symmetrical firms are those two-sided firms that have
the same kind of interaction with their counterparties on both
sides. In the case of credit cards, the credit card company sells
services to both the card users and the merchants. When the
two-sided firm is selling on both sides, it makes sense to con-
sider its pricing power on both sides of the market when deter-
mining its seller-side market power. The firm needs both sides
of the market to function and neither side is more important
than the other.

Asymmetrical firms are those two-sided firms that interact
differently with their counterparties on the two sides. In other
words, they buy on one side and sell on the other. For example,
Uber buys labor services from its drivers on one side of the
market and sells those services to riders on the other side. Be-
cause it does not charge a price on both sides, there is no need
to consider its pricing power on both sides of the market to
determine its seller-side market power. Its buyer power is as-
certained on the driver side while its seller-side market power
is considered on the rider side. As for Amazon, its buyer power
is measured by examining its interaction with its suppliers or
third-party sellers, and its seller-side market power is encapsu-
lated by its pricing power over the final consumers who
purchase goods on Amazon.

In a way, symmetrical two-sided firms are the genuine two-
sided platforms and present the thorniest issues in terms of
market definition and measurement of market power. Newspa-
pers and media companies also fall within this category in ad-
dition to credit card companies. Newspapers sell papers to
readers and advertisements to advertisers. Asymmetrical two-
sided firms are two-sided in the sense that they exhibit cross-
market indirect network effects, but they do not present the
theoretical difficulties in terms of market definition and assess-
ment of market power as do symmetrical two-sided firms.
There are distinct buyer and seller sides. For asymmetrical two-
sided firms like Amazon, buyer power can be measured from
its interaction with the suppliers and the third-party sellers.

The second issue is whether digital gatekeepers such as
Amazon have stronger or more durable buyer power than
their brick-and-mortar counterparts. Recall that bargaining
power in the all-or-nothing context ultimately comes down to
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the outside-option payoff of the two parties.304 The lower the
payoff, the less bargaining power one has. To put it differently,
bargaining power comes down to whether, and what, alterna-
tives exist for replacing the negotiation counterparty. In the
case of retailer gatekeeper power, bargaining power is deter-
mined based on the options available to the supplier to re-
place a retailer and vice versa. This, in turn, depends on the
absolute and relative size of the retailer and the supplier, the
ability of the retailer to obtain supply to replace a supplier, the
competitive position of the retailer and the supplier in their
respective markets, and relative customer recognition.305 If
consumers are more attached to the retailer than to the
brands, the retailer is more indispensable. If the opposite is
true, suppliers will have greater bargaining power.

Multiple factors suggest that Amazon wields even greater
bargaining power than the likes of Walmart in the offline
world. Despite the size of Walmart and some of the other
brick-and-mortar retailers, Amazon is even bigger. As of the
time of writing, Amazon is the fifth largest corporation in the
world by market capitalization.306 Walmart is the sixteenth
largest by the same metric.307 In terms of absolute and relative
size of the counterparties, Amazon is extraordinary. Though,
beyond a certain point, further increase in size is unlikely to
give the retailer additional advantage.

In terms of a counterparty’s replaceability, it is again im-
portant to distinguish between suppliers and third-party sell-
ers. Third-party sellers are the easier case. As mentioned ear-
lier, these sellers are essentially fungible in the eyes of Amazon
and consumers.308 Because they do not produce their own
goods and merely source goods from suppliers, they can be
easily replaced. Third-party sellers are not present in offline
retail. The absence of these sellers in brick-and-mortar retail
implies that Amazon possesses greater bargaining power. As
for the suppliers, they can be replaced either by another brand
or private label products. While the availability of alternative
brands should not differ between the online and offline

304. Thomas, supra note 66, at 288.
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worlds, Amazon may be able to push its private label products
over branded products more effectively than do its brick-and-
mortar counterparts. Amazon possesses more data about the
products it sells, and more importantly, significantly more data
about its customers, than do brick-and-mortar retailers.

Studies show that Amazon has deployed pricing algo-
rithms since 2015.309 One study found that more than one-
third of the 1,600 bestselling products on Amazon adopted al-
gorithmic pricing in 2015.310 Sophisticated algorithmic pricing
requires a considerable amount of customer data.311 Amazon
may not yet have enough data to implement personalized pric-
ing, the pinnacle of algorithmic pricing, but it certainly knows
a great deal about the preferences and shopping habits of its
customers.312 As a result, Amazon can formulate more effec-
tive strategies with respect to its private label products than
can its offline rivals. To be sure, Amazon does not offer private
label products in every product category but, to the extent it
does offer such products, it can replace branded products rela-
tively easily, especially by using search algorithms to steer cus-
tomers to its own products.313

In terms of their respective competitive positions vis-à-vis
suppliers and relative customer recognition, a direct compari-
son between Amazon and brick-and-mortar retailers is diffi-
cult. The brick-and-mortar retailers and the digital retailers
may operate in different product markets, even though the
overlap is increasing and the line between online and offline
retailing is diminishing. Many brick-and-mortar retailers also

309. Le Chen et al., An Empirical Analysis of Algorithmic Pricing on Amazon
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compete in the e-commerce market,314 while Amazon only has
a limited presence in offline retail, with less than one hundred
physical locations at present (without including Whole
Foods).315 Moreover, the relevant geographic market for
brick-and-mortar retailers is, by nature, local or regional,
whereas the geographic market for online retail is national or
global.

Available information suggests that Amazon’s competitive
position is comparable to, or stronger than, Walmart’s. Ama-
zon and Walmart accounted for nearly identical percentages
of retail sales in the United States in 2020, with Walmart at
9.5% and Amazon at 9.2%.316 As mentioned earlier, Amazon
accounts for forty percent of the e-commerce market.317

Walmart’s corresponding market share in brick-and-mortar re-
tail is likely lower.318 If even an eight or ten percent market
share gives a retailer significant bargaining power vis-à-vis its
suppliers, Amazon’s share in the e-commerce market allows it
to overwhelm any supplier in contractual negotiations, a real-
ity that copious media reports confirm.319

Another related factor to consider is relative customer
recognition, which is contingent on their competitive posi-
tions. A retailer that is more readily recognized by consumers
is likely to occupy a stronger competitive position. Amazon
and Walmart are each household names and no evidence sug-
gests that one receives greater customer recognition than the

314. The Economist Intelligence Unit, Brick-and-Mortar Retailers Fight Back:
Winning Strategies to Compete with Online-only Players, https://www.mastercard
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other. One distinction between Amazon and Walmart, in
terms of customer recognition, is, again, the existence of third-
party sellers. These sellers command little brand name recog-
nition and merely convey goods. While some suppliers may be
able to leverage their brand recognition to resist retailer bar-
gaining power, third-party sellers are completely at the mercy
of Amazon.

Overall, it seems that Amazon’s bargaining power vis-à-vis
its suppliers is at least comparable to, or even greater than,
that of the largest brick-and-mortar retailers such as Walmart.
Amazon’s bargaining power vis-à-vis third-party sellers is over-
whelming. The purpose of this inquiry is not to compare Ama-
zon and Walmart for its own sake but, rather, to illustrate the
advisability of intervention against Amazon’s buyer power
abuses. Given the result of this comparison, it seems that if
intervention against buyer power abuses by dominant brick-
and-mortar retailers is defensible, there exist equally strong, if
not stronger, grounds to act against Amazon. The greater is
Amazon’s buyer power, the more likely it is that its buyer
power abuses would cause competitive harm, and the lower
the risks that intervention would be frivolous.

C. Buyer Power Abuses by Amazon
The buyer power abuses of which Amazon has been ac-

cused are too many to be fully catalogued in this Article. These
allegations can be grouped into six categories: (1) excessively
low purchase prices; (2) unduly harsh contractual terms; (3)
MFN clauses, often the platform’s countermeasure to its sup-
pliers’ reaction to its demands for low prices; (4) tying; (5)
unfair competition with its own suppliers, and (6) coerced in-
vestment. The first two categories of abuse are clearly exploita-
tive in nature, as they amount to extraction of surplus from
Amazon’s suppliers and third-party sellers. MFN clauses and
tying are exclusionary practices. MFN clauses render it impos-
sible for competitors and potential new entrants to compete
with Amazon by undercutting Amazon’s prices.320 Tying
threatens to leverage Amazon’s market power in the online
marketplace to related markets such as logistics and online ad-
vertising. Amazon’s alleged conduct that constitutes unfair

320. Pinar Akman, A Competition Law Assessment of Platform Most-Favored-
Customer Clauses, 12 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 781 (2016).
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competition falls beyond the scope of traditional competition
law and would mostly be regulated as unfair trade practices.
Coerced investment does not lend itself to an obvious classifi-
cation, as it could be considered an instance of surplus extrac-
tion (although in this instance the surplus is not extracted
from a target’s profit but from its share capital).

1. Excessively Low Purchase Prices
The first two categories of abuses are exploitative in na-

ture. The first category is the classic monopsony abuse of offer-
ing excessively low purchase prices. Its main purpose is to ex-
tract surplus from the supplier. The practice is similar to the
imposition of unduly harsh contractual terms in its chiefly ex-
ploitative aim. Ultimately many contractual terms can be trans-
lated into monetary terms such that imposition of unduly
harsh contractual terms is tantamount to demanding a lower
price.

The excessively low purchase prices are manifested differ-
ently for the suppliers and the third-party sellers. For the sup-
pliers, it appears as the usual low wholesale prices. The Na-
tional Grocers Association (“NGA”) reports that Amazon has
extracted significantly lower wholesale prices from suppliers
than those offered to independent grocers.321 Oftentimes,
Amazon’s wholesale prices are lower than the independent
grocers’ retail prices.322 The NGA describes an anecdote in
which “one NGA member tried to offer diapers to an em-
ployee at cost, only to learn that the employee was paying a
lower price for diapers on Amazon than the NGA member was
paying at wholesale.”323 To the extent that the low wholesale
prices offered to Amazon eats into a supplier’s margin and un-
dermines its profitability, it may need to raise prices on other
buyers to recoup its losses, triggering the waterbed effect dis-
cussed in Part II.A.

Amazon has a different relationship with the third-party
sellers. Amazon does not take ownership of the goods. Instead,
it provides these sellers with access to final consumers. It re-
sembles a supplier selling its products on consignment at a su-
permarket or department store except that, with Amazon, the
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goods are not physically transferred to Amazon unless the
seller uses FBA.324 Amazon makes money from the third-party
sellers by charging a commission, known as the “referral fee,”
from their sales. The fee has been described as “a tax no seller
can avoid.”325 The referral fee varies by product category. The
standard rate is fifteen percent.326 For some products, such as
cameras and consumer electronics, the rate is lower at eight
percent.327 For other products, such as clothing, the rate is
higher at seventeen percent.328 The standard rate of fifteen
percent has remained the same since the inception of the Am-
azon Marketplace in 2000, despite the astronomical expansion
of Marketplace’s business volume over the years.329

Amazon’s extraction does not end with referral fees. Two
optional services, if used, will improve a seller’s positioning on
the site significantly: advertising and FBA. Amazon offers sell-
ers its own warehousing and logistical services.330 Advertising
has become an increasingly important part of Amazon’s busi-
ness and takes up an increasing amount of space on its search
result page.331 Amazon pressures third-party sellers to use
these services by demoting in the search results those that do
not.332 Together, the fees and charges could amount to thirty
percent of a third-party seller’s sales.333 Fees charged to third-
party sellers generated $120 billion of revenue for Amazon in
2020.334 Amazon’s profit margin on third-party fees is at about
twenty percent, which is four times higher than its profit mar-
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gin from its own retail sales.335 Finally, this business is essen-
tially risk-free for Amazon. Amazon bears none of the costs of
product development, sourcing, marketing, and promotion,
nor is it exposed to the risk of failure. It makes money when-
ever a third-party seller makes a sale.

Evidence suggests that the largest beneficiary of third-
party sales on Amazon is Amazon itself. Stacy Mitchell, Ron
Knox and Zach Freed observe a high churn of third-party sell-
ers on Amazon over time. In other words, most sellers do not
last very long on Amazon. Two-thirds of the revenue earned by
third-party sellers is attributed to those sellers which joined the
site within the last three years.336 Sellers that have been on the
site for more than five years account for only ten percent of
overall revenue.337

Amazon’s offering excessively low wholesale prices and
charging excessively high referral fees would constitute an ex-
ercise of buyer power in the classic sense and may trigger all
the competitive effects highlighted in Part II, including the
waterbed effect, quality erosion, increased concentration in
the supply chain, creation of downstream market power, re-
duced investment incentives by upstream suppliers, and wealth
transfer.

Unlike the situation of Uber drivers, where most of these
effects have little salience, they are genuine concerns in Ama-
zon’s case. It is again important to distinguish between suppli-
ers and third-party sellers. While these effects can afflict suppli-
ers, they have little application to third-party sellers, which do
not develop and manufacture products. Third-party sellers do
not have direct control over the quality of the products they
sell. They do not invest in product development and there can
be no issue with increased concentration as these sellers are
numerous and fungible and entry barriers into this market are
low. The only remaining effect is wealth transfer, which is uni-
versal in every instance of exercise of buyer power. Thus, to
the extent that Amazon’s buyer power is more targeted at
third-party sellers than the suppliers, its exercise may have
fewer deleterious effects.
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2. Unduly Harsh Contractual Terms
Secondly, and related to excessive pricing, is the exploita-

tive abuse of imposing unduly harsh contractual terms. Ama-
zon is not singularly guilty of this practice. For example, super-
markets have long been accused of the same.338 These terms
include a unilateral right to amend or terminate the contract
without the counterparty’s consent, forced arbitration, delayed
payments, and other highly unfavorable terms. The imposition
of such harsh contractual terms is a direct manifestation of
Amazon’s buyer power, the sole purpose of which is to extract
the most advantage from the counterparty.

For one, Amazon may impose delayed payment terms on
its suppliers. The standard payment term is reportedly ninety
days.339 A supplier needs to offer a half percent discount if it
wishes to accelerate the payment term by fifteen days to sev-
enty-five days, and a one percent discount for a further reduc-
tion of fifteen days to sixty days.340 Suppliers need to pay for
the privilege of getting paid at a reasonable time. Amazon’s
use of forced arbitration clauses, which makes it impossible for
its suppliers and third-party sellers to band together to pursue
redress against Amazon, has also faced scrutiny.341 An Amazon
third-party seller has specifically stated that he is prevented by
this clause from bringing an antitrust claim against Amazon.342

Unfortunately, the enforceability of class action waivers has
been confirmed by the Supreme Court.343 Unsurprisingly, Am-
azon has been described by Joe Hansen, a co-founder of
BuyBox Experts, an Amazon account management and brand-
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ing consultant, as the “toughest negotiator” in all of retail, on-
line and offline.344

Other contractual terms imposed by Amazon on its sup-
pliers and third-party sellers would strike most as unduly harsh
or unfair as well. In the brick-and-mortar context, slotting al-
lowances, delayed payment, and the constant threat of delist-
ing prevail. In addition, there are regular demands for retroac-
tive discounts, rebates, and additional payments for “advertise-
ments, promotions, new store openings, remodeling of stores,
[and] use of packing boxes”345 that were not stipulated in the
original supply agreement.346 Retailers are notoriously secre-
tive about their contractual arrangement with suppliers, which
are often protected by confidentiality obligations. Amazon is
no exception.347

A case in the Paris Commercial Court lifted this shroud of
secrecy, shedding light on Amazon’s contractual practices.
The Court found these clauses unfair under French law gov-
erning unfair commercial practices and ordered Amazon to
amend the offending terms within 180 days.348 The offending
clauses run the gamut. One clause gives Amazon the right to
amend the contract and its policies at any time, at its entire
discretion without consulting or giving notice to the
counterparty.349 Another clause gives Amazon the right to sus-
pend or terminate the contract or stop providing service at any
time for any reason and with immediate effect, so long as no-
tice is given.350 Yet another clause empowers Amazon to re-
strict or suspend supplier access to any of Amazon’s websites
or delay or suspend its sales at its entire discretion.351 Finally,
another clause absolves Amazon from any liability for damage
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caused to a supplier’s good due to Amazon’s mishandling in
storage or delivery.352

These clauses deprive suppliers and third-party sellers of
security in their relationships with Amazon and allow Amazon
to sever its relationship with any supplier or third-party seller
immediately and for any or no reason. This puts enormous
pressure on the suppliers and the third-party sellers to yield to
Amazon’s demands. In the brick-and-mortar context, the sup-
pliers’ chief fear is the constant threat of immediate delist-
ing.353 Such a threat is particularly disruptive and potent if the
supplier has made relation-specific investments in order to
serve a certain retailer. Precisely for this reason, the United
Kingdom and Australia impose certain procedural due process
requirements for delisting of suppliers in the grocery market
context.354 The EU has adopted regulation with a similar ef-
fect.355

It is unclear whether antitrust law has any role to play in
regulating unduly harsh contract terms. Imposing such terms
itself does not seem exclusionary. Regulating excessively low
purchase prices and the imposition of unduly harsh contrac-
tual terms would be a direct affront to pure buyer power, given
the absence of competitive effects. It is truer in the case of
policing contractual terms because a supplier generally does
not react to harsh contractual terms by imposing harsher
terms on other buyers. Unduly harsh contractual terms do not
trigger the competition-distorting waterbed effect that exces-
sively low prices sometimes do. Nor is it clear that these terms
will inflict the competitive harm delineated in Part II. While
some of the terms, such as retroactive discounts or rebates and
additional fees and charges, are financial in nature and may
produce the same financial impact on the sellers as excessively
low wholesale prices, others, such as forced arbitration, do not.
It is difficult to argue that these clauses lead to quality erosion
or reduced investment incentives for upstream suppliers.
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Perhaps because of this lack of competitive effect, most
jurisdictions have chosen to regulate unduly harsh contractual
terms through other laws. As mentioned earlier, the United
Kingdom and Australia have resorted to sector-specific codes
of conduct.356 In addition, laws govern unfair contract terms
that specifically apply to small businesses and unconscionable
business conduct in Australia.357 France has applicable laws as
well, as illustrated in the Paris Commercial Court case refer-
enced in this Part. Lastly, the EU has adopted Regulation
2019/1150 that endeavors to promote fairness and trans-
parency for businesses users on online platforms.358 The Regu-
lation requires an online intermediary to provide a specific pe-
riod of notice and an opportunity to appeal through an inter-
nal complaint-handling process before terminating a
supplier.359 It also requires an online intermediary to provide
reasons before restricting or suspending a supplier’s access to
the platform.360 While the specific details may vary, most of
these laws, regulations, and codes of conduct focus on similar
issues.

3. MFN Clause/Fair Pricing Policy
Thirdly, suppliers may respond to the low wholesale

prices required by a powerful buyer by raising prices on other
buyers, triggering the waterbed effect. Because of the different
ways in which third-party sellers interact with Amazon, these
sellers do not raise prices on other buyers. Instead, they may
lower their prices on other platforms.361 This is the opposite of
the waterbed effect. As opposed to harming other buyers, the
third-party sellers’ response, in this instance, disadvantages
Amazon and enhances competition. Amazon tries to forestall
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this by imposing a price parity provision, under which sellers
are not allowed to sell their products significantly more
cheaply elsewhere.362 This policy was officially rescinded, first
in the EU in 2013 after the authorities in the United Kingdom
and Germany launched an investigation into such policy363

and then in the United States in 2019 when the FTC
threatened to do the same.364 Amazon has adopted something
more subtle, the Fair Pricing Policy.

Under the Fair Pricing Policy, instead of an outright pro-
hibition, a third-party seller will suffer a plethora of negative
consequences if Amazon detects lower prices of a seller’s prod-
ucts elsewhere. These include demotion in the search results,
removal of the Prime badge, and forfeiture of the all-impor-
tant “Buy Now/Add to Cart” button on its product page.365 In
the extreme case, the seller can be ejected from the platform
completely.366 The “Buy Now/Add to Cart” button is critical to
a third-party seller’s profitability and survival. Reportedly,
eighty-two percent of Amazon’s sales and an even higher per-
centage of mobile purchases are made through this “buy
box.”367 Although it is still possible to make sales without the
box, the alternative process is cumbersome enough to put off
most consumers.368 Third-party sellers argue that the Fair Pric-
ing Policy is equivalent in effect to the rescinded price parity
provision.369

Amazon has defended this Policy by arguing that the
third-party sellers have the right to set prices for their products
and that Amazon should have the right to not highlight prod-
ucts that are not priced competitively.370 They further argue
that the Policy helps to ensure that consumers will obtain the
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lowest prices possible on Amazon.371 While this may be true,
Amazon achieves this not by driving down the prices on its
website, but by preventing price cuts on other platforms,
which is hardly pro-competitive.

The exclusionary potential of Amazon’s policy is clear.
While it ensures that Amazon always offers the lowest prices, it
eliminates the incentives of third-party sellers to reduce prices
elsewhere. This also eliminates the incentives of other plat-
forms to lower commission fees because doing so would not
translate into lower product prices.372 Given Amazon’s promi-
nence in e-commerce, other websites or new entrants will al-
most certainly have to undercut Amazon to attract sellers and
customers. The policy has effectively foreclosed this avenue for
potential new entrants and competitors. A former third-party
seller on Amazon declares that “[b]ecause of its size and
strength, and because sellers can’t keep their prices low on
their own channels, Amazon is literally inflating the entire on-
line economy”.373

The Fair Pricing Policy constitutes an MFN clause or, as
according to Pinar Akman, a price matching guarantee.374

The critical difference between these two is that MFN clauses
allow a buyer to protect itself by making sure that it receives
the cheapest price from a seller.375 In the supply context, a
retailer would usually demand an MFN clause to extract a
favorable wholesale price. The impact of such clauses on con-
sumers is indirect. In contrast, a price matching guarantee en-
sures price parity among sellers. It protects a seller’s interest by
guaranteeing that no one else can or will offer a lower price.376

It usually arises in the context of consignment sales or through
an agency model, where the price-setting power ultimately lies
with the supplier and not the retailer.377 This is true in Ama-
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zon’s case and a slew of cases in Europe involving hotel book-
ing websites.378 The impact of such guarantees on consumers
is direct. The clauses practically ensure alignment of prices
across all platforms and sales channels and remove all incen-
tives for competing platforms to reduce their commission or
fees, as any reduction will have no impact on the final price.
Strictly speaking, MFN clauses are not a typical buyer power
abuse. They are, however, very often imposed by a powerful
buyer or platform eager to shield itself from price competi-
tion.

The Fair Pricing Policy has already attracted antitrust
scrutiny and was implicated in two lawsuits. In one suit
brought in a state court, Judge Hiram Puig-Lugo of the Supe-
rior Court of the District of Columbia granted Amazon’s mo-
tion to dismiss a complaint brought by the Washington D.C.
Attorney General.379 Meanwhile, Judge Richard Jones of the
U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington al-
lowed a proposed class action brought by consumers over this
policy to go forward.380 Judge Jones distinguished Amazon’s
policy from similar fair pricing agreements that have been up-
held by other courts in the past on the ground that it requires
third-party sellers to raise the price of products sold on
cheaper alternative platforms.381

A policy similar to the Fair Pricing Policy, but which ap-
plies to Amazon’s suppliers or first-party sellers, is called the
“Minimum Margin Agreement,”382 under which a supplier
guarantees Amazon a minimum profit or is obliged to account
for the shortfall with the delivery of additional products.383 It
has been alleged that this policy has the same effect as the Fair
Pricing Policy by eliminating the suppliers’ incentives to allow
their goods to be sold at a lower price elsewhere.384 Doing so
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would cause Amazon to cut its prices, which would lower Ama-
zon’s margin and force the supplier to make up the shortfall.
Suppliers can forestall price cutting on other platforms by rais-
ing their wholesale prices. The “Minimum Margin Agreement”
effectively gives suppliers a contractual incentive to set in mo-
tion the waterbed effect. This practice was also covered by the
suit brought by the Washington D.C. Attorney General.385

4. Tying
The fourth category of potential abuse is tying. Tying re-

fers to Amazon’s coercing or cajoling its third-party sellers to
purchase advertising and logistical services from it. The obvi-
ous anticompetitive concern here is Amazon leveraging its
market power in e-commerce into related markets such as lo-
gistics and online advertising.

Numerous reports describe Amazon’s tactic of making it
highly advantageous for sellers to buy advertisements and use
FBA, which has allowed FBA to grow rapidly in recent years.
Amazon, reportedly, delivers half of the items ordered on its
site, up from fifteen percent two years prior, and has surpassed
the U.S. Postal Service in the market for large e-commerce
parcel.386 It delivered one-fifth of all e-commerce deliveries in
2019 and is expected to surpass UPS and Fedex in 2022.387

This is hardly surprising given that eighty-five percent of the
top 10,000 sellers on Amazon rely on Prime shipping, which is
delivered by FBA.388 Given Amazon’s market share in online
retail overall, this surely represents a very high volume of par-
cels.

FBA was introduced in 2006. Though few sellers signed
up for it initially. Many of them preferred to use alternative
warehouse operators and parcel carriers.389 By now, FBA has
become highly successful, reportedly accounting for half of
Amazon’s revenue from third-party sellers.390 Amazon
achieved this not by offering a superior service at a lower
price; FBA often charges higher rates than its competitors.391
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Amazon predictably denied the allegation, arguing that com-
parable logistics options are often fifty to eighty percent more
expensive.392 This, however, is contradicted by a third-party
seller, who indicated that FBA fees increased by twenty percent
between 2015 and 2019 and were thirty-five percent more ex-
pensive than comparable services.393 Amazon grew FBA by us-
ing heavy-handed tactics to push its third-party sellers to use it.
Amazon has allegedly embedded a preference for FBA users in
its algorithm that allocates the all-important “Buy Box,” which
essentially amounts to a default seller designation for a partic-
ular product, among the sellers.394 The European Commission
is investigating Amazon for this practice.395 Amazon has de-
nied this allegation, retorting that the more favorable rankings
for products using FBA are not the result of bias but a reflec-
tion of FBA’s reliability.396 This denial is contradicted by the
decision of the Italian Competition Authority, which fined
Amazon almost $1.3 billion for favoring users of FBA on its
website.397 In its decision, the Italian authority required Ama-
zon to give third-party sellers who do not use FBA the same
sales and visibility opportunities.398

Amazon has also strategically curtailed the Seller Fulfilled
Prime (“SFP”) program. Under this program, a seller can earn
the Prime badge if it can meet the two-day shipping commit-
ment offered to Prime members using outside parcel delivery
services.399 The Prime badge is very important because ship-
ping is free for Prime members and Prime products receive
preferential treatment in the allocation of the “Buy Box.”400

Starting in late-2019, Amazon began pressuring sellers to
switch to FBA by making it increasingly difficult to stay within
SFP. It threatened to revoke the Prime badge for minor fail-
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ures.401 It imposed a more onerous on-time delivery rate of
98.5 percent on SFP sellers as compared to the 83.4 percent
mark that Amazon’s own FBA achieves.402 Failure to achieve
this rate would result in the forfeiture of the Prime status.403

Finally, during the holiday season in 2019, it categorically re-
quired its sellers to use FBA.404

Perhaps the most sinister aspect of Amazon’s conduct re-
garding FBA is that Amazon charges a much higher rate for
products ordered from other platforms.405 For many small sell-
ers, it is simply not cost-effective to maintain multiple ware-
housing and delivery capacities. Such is especially the case
when some sellers reportedly generate at least eighty-one per-
cent of their revenue from Amazon.406 Given that sellers are
practically required to use FBA in order to sell on Amazon,
one can imagine that most of them rely on FBA to fulfill their
entire logistics needs. Amazon, however, charges a much
higher rate for delivering a product ordered on other sites
such as eBay. It reportedly charges sixty-six percent more for
delivering a shirt or a book ordered from eBay as opposed to
its own website.407 This has the predictable impact of pushing
customers to Amazon. eBay loses customers not due to its inef-
ficiency, but due to its lack of logistics service. This aspect of
Amazon’s conduct is clearly exclusionary, and the applicable
theory of harm is not premised on leveraging. Rather it is an
instance of Amazon resorting to tying to protect its own mar-
ket power in the primary market.

Amazon’s attempt to leverage its position in online retail
to other lines of business is not limited to logistics. It has repli-
cated the same strategy in advertising.408 Most of its advertise-
ments are sponsored brand and product advertisements inter-
spersed in its organic search results.409 Amazon began its digi-
tal advertising business in 2012, but only began to focus on it
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in recent years.410 It has increased the amount of resources
devoted to advertisements and reduced that dedicated to
search results.411 As a result, an increasing proportion of prod-
uct page views come through ad clicks.412 Sellers are under
enormous pressure to advertise because failure to do so may
cost them favorable rankings in the search results.413 Ama-
zon’s algorithms create a positive feedback loop for advertised
products; the algorithms rank products with greater sales
higher.414 Once a seller advertises a product, which brings in
some initial sales, Amazon’s algorithms rank it higher, which
gets the product more customer attention, which begets more
sales, so on and so forth. In fact, it has been reported that
Amazon required a third-party seller to spend $1.8 million on
advertising before it would address the seller’s counterfeit
problem.415 Amazon has predictably denied the allegation.416

Amazon has gone one step further and pursued the strat-
egy of tying FBA and advertising together with its coveted “Buy
Box.” In order to advertise a product, a seller must have se-
cured a “Buy Box” for it, which, in turn, is partly dependent on
the seller using FBA.417 Amazon secures customers for FBA by
taking advantage of sellers’ desire to advertise their products
to jumpstart the positive feedback loop, which ties sellers more
tightly to Amazon by making sales through other platforms
more costly. Sellers become increasingly reliant on Amazon,
which makes them more susceptible to its bargaining power
and exploitation.

The correct characterization of this conduct depends on
the counterparty at issue. If these requests were made to a sup-
plier, they would constitute reciprocal dealing because Ama-
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zon is essentially conditioning its purchase from a supplier on
the supplier’s purchases of advertising and logistical services.
In the case of a third-party seller, the conduct amounts to tying
because Amazon ties the sale of its Marketplace platform ser-
vices with its advertising and FBA. Given that much of the con-
duct seems to be targeted at third-party sellers—a supplier’s
products are delivered by Amazon by default—the ensuing
analysis will treat Amazon’s conduct as tying.

Whether Amazon’s conduct amounts to tying depends on
whether the pressure it exerts on suppliers to use FBA
amounts to coercion under tying law. Flat-out compulsion
would certainly constitute coercion. The case is not as clear for
Amazon’s other tactics involving the “Buy Box” and the Prime
badge. Amazon’s FBA practice has apparently not drawn the
attention of U.S. antitrust enforcers apart from an FTC investi-
gation into Amazon’s treatment of third-party sellers, the
scope of which has not been made public and may cover these
practices.418 It has, however, attracted the scrutiny of the Euro-
pean Commission. On November 10, 2020, the European
Commission announced an investigation into Amazon’s con-
duct of pressuring sellers to use FBA through its manipulation
of the “Buy Box” algorithm and its control over access to
Prime users.419 An EU investigation into Amazon’s practice is
arguably facilitated by the developing EU jurisprudence on
self-preferencing emanating from its case against Google.420

Coercion is not needed to establish self-preferencing.421 The
only penalty decision for Amazon’s tying practices this Author
is aware of is the Italian Competition Authority’s decision
mentioned in the Introduction.422

In the United States, where the jurisprudence on self-
preferencing is yet to develop and may never take hold—as
the FTC’s abandoned investigation into Google’s self-prefer-
encing suggests—the coercion requirement under tying law
may require reconsideration, at least as applied to digital plat-
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forms. In the context of a single discrete transaction between a
seller and a buyer, the only way to force the buyer to take both
the tying and the tied products may be through outright coer-
cion by bundling both products. When the transaction is be-
tween a digital platform and its suppliers and third-party sell-
ers, and perhaps even customers, the multi-faceted interaction
with these parties affords the platform numerous pressure
points. None of the individual tactics, on their own, would
amount to coercion. For example, it will be explained in the
following Part that sellers that do not use FBA are more likely
to face competition from Amazon’s private label products,
which does not exhibit sufficient compulsion to qualify as co-
ercion. Given the multitude of levers at Amazon’s disposal and
the high degree of seller dependence on Amazon, which al-
ready renders the sellers more susceptible to pressure, Ama-
zon can force suppliers and third-party sellers to succumb
without resorting to outright coercion as understood in tying
law. The pressure on the counterparty, however, is no less real.

In short, in the context of digital platforms, coercion must
be assessed holistically. Individual tactics cannot be viewed in
isolation. It is only by adopting a more flexible understanding
of coercion that tying law can have meaningful and effective
application to digital platforms. Amazon is not the only digital
platform that raises this issue. Google, among other platforms,
also shines a spotlight on the definition of coercion under ty-
ing law through its self-preferencing practices.

5. Unfair Competition with Third-Party Sellers
The fifth category of abuse pertains to Amazon’s competi-

tive interaction with its third-party sellers, in particular,
through the introduction of its own private label products.
Amazon is not the only purveyor of private label products. As
previously mentioned, some third-party sellers source their
own private-label products directly from manufacturers and
sell them on Amazon as well.423 The dynamics and significance
are entirely different, however, when Amazon introduces its
private label-products to compete with its sellers. While much
of this conduct amounts to unfair competition or unfair trade
practices in some jurisdictions, it is probably legal in the
United States.

423. See Part IV.A.
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It is financially beneficial for a retailer to develop private
label products. A retailer achieves a higher margin from pri-
vate label products as compared to branded products.424 A
portion of branded product profits go to the manufacturer as
brand premium. There is no brand premium for a private la-
bel product; most of the profit goes to the retailer. Suppliers
earn much less from these products because their role in sup-
ply is largely fungible.425 Furthermore, private label products
greatly increase the retailer’s bargaining power vis-à-vis a sup-
plier. The existence of private label products increases the
outside-option payoff for retailers in their negotiation with
suppliers, allowing them to drive harder bargains.426

In the brick-and-mortar context, the retailer has many
ways to promote its own private label products over branded
products. It can give its own products more advantageous shelf
space.427 It can leverage sales data and other information, such
as information regarding promotional campaigns of branded
products, for the benefit of its own products.428 Finally, be-
cause the retailer ultimately controls the pricing of the prod-
ucts it sells, it can always structure the pricing to give its own
products an edge.429

The promotion of private label products may appear be-
yond reproach. After all, antitrust law seldom penalizes a firm
for introducing a new product into the market. Courts are
loathe to second guess a firm’s decision to introduce new
products.430 A range of competitive harm, however, has been
attributed to private label products. It has been said that their
proliferation reduces product variety.431 In the extreme case,
lesser branded suppliers may be eliminated from the market,
leaving only one branded supplier and private label products
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in the market.432 It has also been said that their proliferation
renders price comparison between retailers more difficult as
there are fewer common products sold by different retail-
ers.433 Lastly, aggressive promotion of these products may de-
ter product innovation. Suppliers will have scant incentives to
engage in product development if they know that their profit
will be quickly eroded by copycat private label products.434

These competitive harms, however, have yet to be recognized
by US antitrust law.

There have been reported instances of Amazon copying a
supplier’s product and offering it as a private label product.
According to the U.S. House Antitrust Subcommittee, a third-
party seller reported that he was forced to close down his busi-
ness after Amazon copied his products “down to the color
palette” and effectively killed his products by taking away the
“Buy Box” and undercutting him on price.435 Aside from style
piracy, Amazon has attempted to tilt competition with its own
third-party sellers in its favor in other ways. Amazon has been
accused of misusing sales data from these sellers to aid in the
sale of its private label products.436 Amazon initially denied
these accusations in sworn testimony to the U.S. Congress,
pointing to a company internal policy against such misuse.437

Amazon, however, launched an internal probe after the verac-
ity of the testimony was challenged by the Wall Street Jour-
nal.438

The European Commission finds that “very large quanti-
ties of non-public seller data are available to employees of Am-
azon’s retail business and flow directly into the automated sys-
tems of that business, which aggregate these data and use
them to calibrate Amazon’s retail offers and strategic business
decisions to the detriment of the other marketplace sellers.”439

A similar charge has been leveled at supermarkets in the
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past.440 Amazon, however, can do more by steering customers
to its own products through its algorithms.441 One recent
study found that Amazon manipulates its search results to
favor its own products442 and senior executives are informed
about it.443 Again, Amazon has denied this allegation.444 This
resembles a supermarket giving its private label products more
prominent shelf space, only that Amazon’s practice is even
more effective.

The best illustration of Amazon’s heavy-handed tactics to
compete with its third-party sellers can be found in India, one
of Amazon’s priority markets and where the company strug-
gled to make inroads.445 Amazon’s internal documents illus-
trate “how Amazon’s private-brands team in India secretly ex-
ploited internal data from Amazon.in to copy products sold by
other companies, and then offered them on its platform.”446

As part of this strategy, Amazon created the Solimo brand.447

In this instance, not only did Amazon copy the design, it even
“planned to partner with the manufacturers of the products
targeted for copying” after learning that these manufacturers
used a unique process that enhanced the product’s quality.448

Separately, Amazon copied the exact measurements of a com-
petitor’s shirts after discovering that its customers strongly pre-
ferred its competitor’s cutting.449 Amazon used a technique
called “search seeding” to boost the rankings of Solimo prod-
ucts in its search results.450 It also made use of internal sales
data of competing brands on its website to advantage its own
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products.451 In fact, its own employees have accused Amazon
of using proprietary data from third-party sellers to gain a
competitive edge, despite the company’s protestations to the
contrary.452

Amazon’s design piracy is not confined to its own third-
party sellers. It extends to its competitors, especially those that
refuse to abide by Amazon’s wishes. Williams-Sonoma, a furni-
ture and home design retailer, sued Amazon for copying the
design of its chairs, lamps, and other products for an Amazon
private label brand called Rivet.453 Allbirds, a sustainable foot-
wear and apparel brand, accused Amazon of copying the de-
sign of its wool shoe and producing it with cheaper material
after Allbirds refused to sell its products on Amazon.454 When
Quidsi, the baby care online retailer, refused Amazon’s over-
tures to acquire it, Amazon copied Quidsi’s products and sold
them at a lower price, eventually bankrupting Quidsi and forc-
ing it to sell up.455

Feng Zhu and Qihong Liu conducted a robust empirical
study of Amazon’s private label strategy. Their study covered
fifty-eight million products in four categories.456 They found
that Amazon introduced private label products against three
percent of the products in these four categories over a ten-
month period,457 a significant percentage over such a short
period of time. This comports with the observations of the
third-party sellers themselves, half of which reported that Ama-
zon sold competitive products.458 In fact, evidence suggests
that competition with Amazon is viewed by many sellers as in-
evitable.459 Zhu and Liu further found that Amazon “is more

451. Id.
452. Id.
453. Taylor Telford, Williams-Sonoma sues Amazon over knockoffs and “strik-

ingly similar” products, WASH. POST (Dec. 19, 2018), https://www.washington
post.com/business/2018/12/19/williams-sonoma-sues-amazon-over-knock
offs-strikingly-similar-products/.

454. Elizabeth Segran, Allbirds to Amazon: Don’t steal our design, steal our sus-
tainable practices, FAST CO. (Sep. 23, 2019), https://www.fastcompany.com/
90407744/allbirds-to-amazon-dont-steal-our-design-steal-our-sustainable-
practices.

455. Rikap, supra note 436, at 449.
456. Zhu & Liu, supra note 183, at 2626.
457. Id. at 2620.
458. Rosenblatt, supra note 266.
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likely to enter the spaces of products with higher sales and bet-
ter reviews and that do not use Amazon’s fulfillment ser-
vice”460, and “that Amazon is less likely to enter product spaces
that require greater seller effort to grow.”461 As previously
noted, Amazon also pressures third-party sellers to use FBA.462

Zhu and Liu concluded that Amazon’s entry into a product
space discourages a seller from pursuing further growth on
the platform463 and that Amazon’s entry does not increase
consumer satisfaction with the products.464

Available recourse against Amazon’s unfair competitive
practices seems limited. Its myriad competitive harm notwith-
standing, challenging private label products under existing an-
titrust law is unlikely to succeed. It would be difficult to con-
vince a court on either side of the Atlantic that it is anticompe-
titive to introduce a new product, albeit a copycat one, into the
market. Meanwhile, design copying can be challenged under
intellectual property law. Regulating the misuse of proprietary
data, at least on the other side of the Atlantic in Europe, ap-
pears to have traction. Amazon’s misuse of third-party seller
data to favor itself is currently the subject of an investigation by
the European Commission.465 Further, a bipartisan group of
lawmakers in the U.S. House of Representative has proposed
legislation seeking to address this “unfair” competition be-
tween Amazon and its third-party sellers.466 Using an al-
gorithm to favor its own products constitutes self-preferencing,
which the General Court affirmed as an infringement of Arti-
cle 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union.467 Nonetheless, such practice is likely legal under U.S.
antitrust law, especially when the conduct cannot be analo-
gized to tying.

460. Zhu & Liu, supra note 183, at 2620.
461. Id.
462. See supra Part V.C.4.
463. Zhu & Liu, supra note 183, at 2634.
464. Id. at 2632.
465. Eur. Comm’n, supra note 7.
466. Duffy, supra note 272.
467. Case T-612/17, Google LLC v. Comm’n, ECLI:EU:T:2021:763, ¶ 70

(Nov. 10, 2021).
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6. Coerced Investment
The last category of abuse is less common but perhaps the

most surprising and indicative of Amazon’s overwhelming
buyer power. Amazon has reportedly demanded an equity
stake of up to twenty percent from its suppliers. Amazon has
entered into a dozen deals with publicly traded companies for
the right to buy their shares at below-market prices.468 In addi-
tion, Amazon has entered into more than seventy-five deals for
equity stakes in privately held companies over the last dec-
ade.469 Amazon apparently has been making such demands
for a decade but has stepped up the practice.470 In its March
2021 quarterly report, Amazon reported its stock warrants at
$2.8 billion.471

These deals are often contingent on the amount of busi-
ness given by Amazon to the supplier. For example, its deal
with Startek Inc., a Colorado-based call center company, stipu-
lates that Amazon will receive the right to acquire 19.9 percent
of the company’s shares if its business with Startek reaches
$600 million before January 23, 2026.472 The business target in
its deal with SpartanNash, a Michigan-based groceries supplier
that supplies the Amazon Fresh arm, was $8 billion worth of
groceries in seven years.473 The various actual and potential
equity stakes in these companies amount to billions of dol-
lars.474

Amazon has focused on a number of business types, rang-
ing from natural gas to call centers. The targets include
SpartanNash, Startek, Clean Energy Fuels Corp., a natural gas
supplier to Amazon,475 and Air Transport Services Group and
Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, which lease aircraft to FBA.476

468. Mattioli, supra note 12.
469. Id.
470. Id.
471. Amazon.com, Inc., Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q) (Apr. 30, 2021).
472. StarTek, Inc., Current Report (Form 8-K) (Jan. 24, 2018).
473. SpartanNash Co., Warrant to Purchase Common Stock (Exhibit 10.2)

(Oct. 7, 2020).
474. Mattioli, supra note 12.
475. Bus. Wire, Clean Energy Signs Agreement with Amazon for Low and Nega-

tive Carbon RNG, BLOOMBERG (Apr. 19, 2021, 6:00 AM), https://www.bloom
berg.com/press-releases/2021-04-19/clean-energy-signs-agreement-with-am-
azon-for-low-and-negative-carbon-rng.

476. Mattioli, supra note 12; Atlas Air Worldwide Announces Agreement With
Amazon To Provide Air Transport Service, https://www.atlasairworldwide.com/
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The investments are significant. Some deals turn Amazon into
the company’s largest shareholder.477 Other deals give Ama-
zon the right to nominate a director to the board.478 Finally,
other deals give Amazon the right of first refusal in the event
the applicable company receives an acquisition offer.479

Executives at these companies acquiesced to Amazon’s de-
mand because “they felt they couldn’t refuse Amazon’s push
for the right to buy the stock without risking a major con-
tract.”480 An Atlas executive noted that “[t]here was definitely
a sense that if it wasn’t agreed to there wouldn’t be a deal”.481

Even Amazon’s own executives acknowledged that these deals
were “unfair and one-sided”, noting the suppliers’ lack of
choice and “that most of the upside went to Amazon.”482 Ama-
zon’s apparent rationale is that a supply relationship with Am-
azon can prove lucrative and provide a significant boost to the
company’s share prices, and Amazon should be entitled to a
share of the upside.483 Amazon was often right. Atlas’ share
price increased by twenty-seven percent the day its deal with
Amazon was announced.484 The corresponding jump for
SpartanNash’s shares was twenty-six percent.485 Amazon does
not seem interested in direct control over its suppliers. It ap-
parently never exercised its right to nominate a director to At-

2016/05/atlas-air-worldwide-announces-agreement-amazon-provide-air-
transport-service/ (last visited Apr. 14, 2022).
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BLOOMBERG (Mar. 8, 2021, 12:29 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2021-03-08/amazon-spends-131-million-for-stake-in-cargo-airline-
atsg.

479. Chandini Monnappa, Amazon moves against Future Group over Reliance
deal, REUTERS (Oct. 7, 2020, 11:43 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/
india-reliance-amazon-com-idINKBN26S2MJ.
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las’ board and when Amazon exercised its warrants for nine
percent of Atlas’ shares, it quickly sold them.486

As far as this Author is aware, this kind of conduct has no
current label under antitrust law. It can perhaps be called co-
erced investment. While heavy-handed, perhaps shockingly so,
coerced investment is unlikely to exert competitive harm or
distort competition in a meaningful way, unless Amazon uses
its equity stakes to cause its suppliers to withhold supply to ri-
val platforms. Such exclusionary uses of Amazon’s equity
stakes in suppliers has not been reported to date. There is
hence no valid grounds for antitrust intervention. Similar to
excessive pricing and imposition of unduly harsh contractual
terms, this type of conduct seems to be purely exploitative in
nature in that its only impact is a wealth transfer from the
seller to the buyer. In the case of excessive pricing, wealth is
transferred to the buyer through artificial suppression of the
purchase price, lowering the seller’s profit from the sale. In
the case of coerced investment, wealth is transferred from the
seller’s shareholders to the buyer through share dilution. The
impact on the seller is arguably less direct in the case of co-
erced investment, but no less tangible.

V.
POSSIBLE POLICY RESPONSES

Of the six categories of buyer power abuses allegedly com-
mitted by Amazon—excessively low purchase prices, unduly
harsh contractual terms, MFN clauses, tying, unfair competi-
tion with third-party sellers, and coerced investment—two of
them, MFN clauses and tying, can be readily addressed under
existing antitrust law as exclusionary practices. Plaintiffs of
course are not certain to prevail, but they at least have a valid
cause of action under antitrust law. Further consideration is
required for excessively low purchase prices, unduly harsh
contractual terms, unfair competition with third-party sellers,
and coerced investment. Apart from unfair competition with
third-party sellers, the remaining abuses entail direct supplier
exploitation.

486. Mattioli, supra note 12.
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A. Supplier Exploitation
Supplier exploitation is, by its very nature, objectionable.

Unless the three exploitative abuses can be shown to lead to
the competitive harms delineated in Part II, the only basis
upon which they can be condemned is their wealth transfer
effect. It was previously argued that wealth transfer is not an
appropriate basis for antitrust intervention. Excessively low
purchase prices and coerced investment plausibly lead to qual-
ity erosion, increased concentration in the supply chain, and
reduced investment incentives for upstream suppliers, espe-
cially when the equity stake involved is as substantial as twenty
percent, as has been reported.487 It is not clear whether these
kinds of competitive harm justify antitrust regulation of essen-
tially exploitative conduct. The U.S. Supreme Court an-
nounced in Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis
V. Trinko, LLP that antitrust law has no role to play in a mo-
nopolist’s charging of excessively high prices against consum-
ers, declaring that “[t]he mere possession of monopoly power,
and the concomitant charging of monopoly prices, is not only
not unlawful; it is an important element of the free-market sys-
tem.”488 Justice Scalia went so far as to suggest that monopoly
pricing should be welcomed. It is generally agreed that ex-
ploitation of final consumers is beyond the purview of antitrust
law.

Proponents of antitrust regulation of supplier exploita-
tion may highlight two important differences between con-
sumer exploitation and supplier exploitation. First, consumer
exploitation is pure exploitation in that there is no possible
competitive harm. The only undesirable consequence is
wealth transfer from final consumers to the seller. Supplier ex-
ploitation, in contrast, may distort upstream competition.
While the strength of the causal link between the two is open
to dispute, a theoretical basis for such a link is clear. Second,
all-encompassing digital platforms, such as Amazon, are much
harder to dislodge than their brick-and-mortar counterparts
because of network effects and data advantages.489 The digital

487. Id.
488. Verizon Commc’ns Inc. v. Law Offs. of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540

U.S. 398, 407 (2004).
489. Bloodstein, supra note 204, at 196.
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context alters the nature of the buyer power abuses and ren-
ders intervention more justifiable.

Importantly, unduly harsh contractual terms may have a
less direct and tangible causal link to the competitive harm
delineated in Part II, unless the term has substantial financial
impact on the supplier’s operation. Therefore, regulation of
such contractual terms based on these effects is difficult to jus-
tify. Jurisdictions such as the EU, United Kingdom, and Austra-
lia have adopted fairly wide-ranging regulation of unfair con-
tract terms between large retailers or platforms and their sup-
pliers outside of antitrust.490 It is doubtful whether the United
States has any appetite to go down the same path. The basis
for this kind of regulation would involve some notion of un-
fairness, oppressiveness, or unconscionability. The United
States has generally been cautious about embarking on this
kind of regulation, especially in the business-to-business con-
text.491 The question is whether the digital context justifies a
more interventionist approach.

B. A Case for Digital Exceptionalism?
One common argument for regulation of supplier ex-

ploitation is that the digital context justifies more interven-
tion. This argument could be valid for two reasons. The first is
that buyer power in the digital context is more durable and,
therefore, results in a greater need for antitrust intervention to
correct market distortions. The second is that the same con-
duct in the digital context has greater competitive impact
which calls for more urgent redress.

Much has been said about the special nature of market
power in the digital economy, how network effects render the

490. Groceries Supply Code of Practice 2009, SI 16 (UK), https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/groceries-supply-code-of-practice/
groceries-supply-code-of-practice; Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth),
sch. 2 (Austl.).

491. Luke R. Nottage, Form and Substance in US, English, New Zealand and
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Unfair Contracts, 26 VICTORIA U. WELLINGTON L. REV. 247, 258–59 (1996);
Jane K. Winn & Mark Webber, The Impact of EU Unfair Contract Terms Law on
U.S. Business-to-Consumer Internet Merchants, 62 BUS. L. 209, 211–12 (2006);
Mark E. Budnitz, The Federalization and Privatization of Public Consumer Protec-
tion Law in the United States: Their Effect on Litigation and Enforcement, 24 GA.
ST. U. L. REV. 663, 663 (2008); Yee Wah Chin, What Role for Abuse of Superior
Bargaining Position Laws?, 256 N.Y.L.J. 1 (2016).
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market power of the Big Tech firms impregnable, and how
“big data” allows these firms to monitor competitive threats
and respond nimbly.492 While these arguments are at least par-
tially true, they do not necessarily support more active inter-
vention against supplier exploitation. Durability of market
power may substantiate a more robust approach against exclu-
sionary conduct, which entrenches a monopolist’s market
power.493 Exploitative conduct, however, does not contribute
to a monopolist’s market power or buyer power for that mat-
ter; it is an exploitation of this power, as the term implies. Po-
licing against such conduct does not augment the contestabil-
ity of the market. If exploitation of monopoly or buyer power
is objectionable, whether the power is more or less durable
should make scant difference. If antitrust law condones such
exploitation, it should not matter even if such power is immu-
table and unmovable.

Further, it is not obvious that supplier exploitation should
be particularly harmful in the digital setting. A digital platform
likely has other ways to exploit a supplier because of the en-
compassing interaction between them. A digital platform
knows significantly more about a supplier’s operation and its
customers as compared to a brick-and-mortar supermarket by
virtue of the data at the digital platform’s disposal. Regardless
of the number of avenues for exploitation, the extent of ex-
ploitation is limited by the amount of buyer power. At a cer-
tain point, exploitation will lead to the outside-option payoff
becoming attractive enough for the supplier to walk away. Ulti-
mately, the means of exploitation matter less than the amount
which the platform extracts from the supplier. Demanding a
price twenty percent below the competitive level or a twenty
percent equity stake hurts a supplier the same regardless of
whether the buyer is digital or brick-and-mortar. In other
words, the fact that the exploitation is perpetrated by a digital
platform should not make a difference.

492. Cristian Santesteban & Shayne Longpre, How Big Data Confers Market
Power to Big Tech: Leveraging the Perspective of Data Science, 65 ANTITRUST BULL.
459 (2020); Abuse of Dominance in Digital Markets, ORG. ECON. COOP. & DEV.
(2020), https://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/abuse-of-dominance-in-dig-
ital-markets-2020.pdf; Kenneth A. Bamberger & Orly Lobel, Platform Market
Power, 32 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1051 (2017).
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Nor is it likely to be the case that quality erosion, in-
creased concentration, or reduced investment incentives
caused by supplier exploitation will be worse in the digital con-
text. There is no reason to believe that suppliers to a digital
platform are more vulnerable to these types of competitive
harm. After all, many of these suppliers supply to both digital
platforms and brick-and-mortar retailers. The suppliers are the
same, it is the retailer that is different. One may argue that
detection of deteriorated quality may be more difficult in the
digital context because consumers do not get to inspect the
product on the spot. Therefore, it may be easier for a supplier
to get away with quality erosion when the product is sold on-
line. The importance of on-the-spot inspection is likely over-
stated, however, given Amazon’s liberal return policy and the
availability of customer reviews and ratings.494 Poor quality will
be known even if the product is sold online.

Therefore, a persuasive justification for adopting a differ-
ent approach to regulating supplier exploitation in the digital
economy is lacking. Excessive pricing, either high or low, has
been immune from antitrust scrutiny mainly because effective
regulation would require a reliable test for determining the
excessiveness of the price.495 Regulation of coerced investment
would require a determination of whether the proposed in-
vestment terms are excessively advantageous to the buyer. This
would require an assessment of whether the exercise price of
the warrant is set excessively low, which may in turn necessitate
an evaluation of the reasonableness of subsequent movement
in stock prices. The only way to sidestep this determination is
to prohibit investment by a buyer in a supplier, which would
be an overly draconian measure. Unduly harsh contractual
terms have been allowed because of the difficulty in defining
and calibrating unfairness, oppressiveness, or unconscionabil-
ity and the general belief that antitrust has no business inter-
fering with contractual terms reached by two businesses in the

494. AMAZON, Returns and Refunds, https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/
customer/display.html?nodeId=GNW5VKFXMF72FFMR (last visited Apr. 8,
2022).
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commercial context.496 These policy implementation difficul-
ties are substantial, if not insurmountable. If any arguments
justify non-intervention under antitrust law in the brick-and-
mortar context, such arguments equally apply to the digital
economy.

C. A Special Case for Retroactive Contractual Amendments
Retroactive discounts and retroactive imposition of other

disadvantageous terms may require special attention, whether
online or offline, as such amendments are particularly perni-
cious and disruptive to suppliers. First, from the fundamental
perspective of the spirit of a contract, it is plainly objectionable
to allow one party to retroactively alter the contractual terms
absent the counterparty’s consent.497 The parties agreed to
the terms of the transaction in advance and should abide by
them. Detractors may argue that this is fundamentally a prob-
lem for, and should be left to, contract law. Contract law, how-
ever, is unlikely to provide a satisfactory solution. Many supply
contracts give the buyer the power to retroactively amend con-
tract terms without consent.498 The buyer is thus merely exer-
cising its contractual right and has not committed a breach.
Second, and more importantly, even if retroactive amendment
constitutes a breach of contract, the supplier is unlikely to sue
the powerful retailer. If the supplier were free to stand up for
itself, it probably would not have accepted the contractual
term in the first place. This Author has argued that in Japan,
abuse of superior bargaining position regulation, which scruti-
nizes retroactive contractual amendments, is most justified as a
supplemental contract enforcement mechanism when one of
the contractual parties is unable to protect its own interests
under contract law.499

Second, such retroactive contractual amendment is highly
inefficient. It deters investment by the supplier, especially of
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the relation-specific kind.500 A supplier will be hesitant to
make investments when it cannot be sure of the return, espe-
cially when these buyers account for such a great proportion
of the suppliers’ business. Long-term investments are difficult
to plan when one’s future financial situation is uncertain. It
was argued previously that investment in product development
can be subject to ex post hold-up because the supplier is suscep-
tible to opportunistic behavior once the initial R&D costs are
sunk.501 Reduced product development is clearly welfare-re-
ducing. Recall the economic model by Battagalli, Fumangalli,
and Polo that illustrates the classic hold-up scenario where
suppliers are reluctant to engage in quality improvement for
fear that its investment would be appropriated by the buyer.502

Retroactive contractual amendment is the perfect hold-up
mechanism for relation-specific investments. To the extent
that a buyer demands special packaging or logistical arrange-
ments or other kinds of relation-specific investments, the sup-
plier is especially vulnerable to hold-up through retroactive
contractual amendment. The supplier may have agreed to
make those investments under the original terms, which would
have allowed the supplier to recoup its investments. Once the
investments have been made, the buyer turns around and de-
mands a lower price or more rebate, denying the supplier the
opportunity to recoup. If the supplier has a choice about these
investments in the future, it may refuse to make them.

Therefore, prohibiting contractual clauses that allow one
party to retroactively alter the contractual terms without con-
sent is justified both in the online and offline contexts. Addi-
tionally, regulating retroactive contractual amendments does
not suffer from the same implementation difficulties as other
kinds of supplier exploitation prohibitions. The scope of pro-
hibition is very clear-cut. Such prohibition is not subject to am-
biguity or matter of degree. Further, it is unnecessary to deter-
mine whether the purchase price is excessively low, the invest-
ment terms are excessively advantageous, or a particular
contractual term is unfair, oppressive or unconscionable. Reg-
ulation consists of a simple ban on retroactive amendment of
contractual terms without mutual consent. Contractual parties

500. Id. at 326–27.
501. See Part II.B.
502. Battigalli, Fumagalli & Polo, supra note 159, at 47.
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do not have any sound justification for demanding such
amendment rights given that contracts are based on mutual
consent.

Regulating retroactive contractual amendment is beyond
the ambit of antitrust law. Some sort of sector-specific code of
conduct as exists under UK or Australian law would be needed
if regulatory action is deemed necessary. The Australian Food
and Grocery Code of Conduct, which is a voluntary industry
code, prohibits the unilateral alteration of a contractual term
in the supply agreement without the supplier’s consent.503

This, however, still leaves the possibility of coerced consent.
The UK Groceries Supply Code of Practice, formally known as
The Groceries (Supply Chain Practices) Market Investigation
Order 2009, goes one step further. Section 3(1) of the Code of
Practice states that “a Retailer must not vary any Supply Agree-
ment retrospectively, and must not request or require that a
Supplier consent to retrospective variations of any Supply
Agreement.”504 Even a request for consent is prohibited under
the Code. Section 3(2) further specifies that retroactive
amendment would only be allowed if the “specific change of
circumstances (such circumstances being outside the Re-
tailer’s control) that will allow for such adjustments to be
made” is clearly and unambiguously set out in the supply
agreement.505 The provisions in these two Codes of Conduct
are straightforward, which suggests that regulating retroactive
contractual amendment is not exceedingly difficult or compli-
cated.

D. Unfair Competition with Third-Party Sellers
As for unfair competition with third-party sellers, the in-

troduction of private label products is likely to be beyond the
purview of antitrust law. Design copying or piracy is best left to
intellectual property law. If the product design at issue is not
protected by intellectual property law or the copying at issue is
deemed insufficient to infringe the protection, that should be
the end of the matter. Antitrust should not unilaterally expand
the scope of intellectual property protection.

503. Competition and Consumer (Industry Codes—Food and Grocery) (Austl.)
supra note 299, at 9.

504. Groceries Supply Code of Practice 2009 (UK), supra note 298.
505. Id.
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Misuse of supplier data and preferential treatment by the
gatekeeper’s algorithm amount to instances of conduct where
intervention may be warranted, although not necessarily
through antitrust law. Platforms such as Amazon usually grant
themselves extensive rights to use third-party data for a variety
of purposes, including to compete with the third-party seller
itself.506 So Amazon’s actions are likely well within the law and
compliant with relevant data regulation (and no comprehen-
sive U.S. federal data privacy regulation exists anyway). While
refusing to share data in one’s exclusive possession has been
held to violate antitrust law in the past507, use of data in one’s
legal possession to extract a competitive advantage is unlikely
to be deemed an antitrust violation under existing law. Cases
such as Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V.
Trinko, LLP and Pacific Bell Telephone Co. v. Linkline Communica-
tions have firmly established that absent a duty to deal, a mo-
nopolist has no duty to provide adequate assistance to rivals.508

Therefore, failure to provide rivals the same data access is un-
likely to implicate antitrust law. As for preferential treatment
by algorithm, unless it can be somehow framed as a tying
claim, which would be a difficult task, it is likely to be beyond
the scope of antitrust as well. There is also no general antitrust
duty to accord equal or fair treatment between a competitor’s
product and one’s own product. If these kinds of conduct are
deemed undesirable, as seems to be the consensus, sector-spe-
cific legislation like the EU Digital Markets Act may be
needed.

The EU Digital Markets Act, which regulates digital plat-
forms and gatekeepers and which is being finalized at the time
of writing509, is an example of such legislation. According to
the European Commission’s legislative proposal document,
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Article 6(1)(a) of the proposed Act will stipulate that a digital
gatekeeper shall “refrain from using, in competition with busi-
ness users, any data not publicly available, which is generated
through activities by those business users, including by the end
users of these business users, of its core platform services or
provided by those business users of its core platform services
or by the end users of these business users.”510 Article 6(1)(d)
will further stipulate that a digital gatekeeper shall “refrain
from treating more favourably in ranking services and prod-
ucts offered by the gatekeeper itself or by any third party be-
longing to the same undertaking compared to similar services
or products of third party and apply fair and nondiscrimina-
tory conditions to such ranking.”511

Alternatively, and more radically, the Ending Platform
Monopolies Act, which is currently in the U.S. House, would
split Amazon into two websites and compel Amazon to divest
its own products.512 A divestiture would, of course, solve the
problem once and for all but the likelihood of the proposal’s
adoption is admittedly low.513 Amazon warned the bill might
force it to shut its Marketplace.514 A better and more prag-
matic approach for U.S. legislators is to aim for something
along the lines of the EU Digital Markets Act. The American
Innovation and Choice Online Act is currently in front of the
U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee.515 If passed, the Act would
prohibit Amazon from giving preference to its own prod-
ucts516 or requiring sellers to purchase other services in order
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to be included in the Marketplace.517 Amazon would also not
be able to place its private label products at the top of the
search results.518 The Act has received support from the De-
partment of Justice.519 Unsurprisingly, Amazon is vigorously
fighting the Bill.520 At the time of writing, the Bill is out of the
Senate Judicial Committee521 but has not received a floor
vote.522 The prospects of passing the Bill are apparently poor.
Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer told proponents that
he would not bring the Bill to the floor unless proponents can
show that they have secured the necessary sixty votes.523

A recent, and surprising, development could render moot
the discussion concerning regulation of Amazon’s private la-
bel business. Reportedly, Amazon has drastically reduced the
number of private label products it carries and may exit the
private label business altogether to alleviate regulatory pres-
sure.524 In short, Amazon may decide that its profits from pri-
vate label business are not worth all the regulatory attention.

CONCLUSION

Buyer power abuses by digital platforms have received lit-
tle attention under antitrust law. This Article has attempted to
fill the gap in the literature by examining two types of buyer
power in the digital context, Uber’s digital monopsony and
Amazon’s gatekeeping power. It argues that the possibility of
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more precise price discrimination may, in fact, reduce the
harmful welfare effects of monopsony power and render
Uber’s digital monopsony less problematic. It further con-
tends that Amazon’s gatekeeper power may even exceed that
of brick-and-mortar retail giants such as Walmart. It examines
the six categories of buyer power abuses allegedly committed
by Amazon, and notes that MFN clauses and tying are already
subject to antitrust enforcement. Regulation of supplier ex-
ploitation presents perhaps insurmountable implementation
difficulties and, in any event, should not be addressed by anti-
trust law. Regulation of retroactive contractual amendments,
in contrast, do not share these difficulties and can be effec-
tively regulated. Strong policy arguments support prohibiting
such retroactive conduct. Lastly, new legislation is necessary to
address misuse of third-party seller data and algorithmic self-
preferencing to the extent such practices are deemed worthy
of regulation.


